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I. xmcarooTioH 
for a msBbar of years there has been a moTenent to change the 
philoBopi^ of institutions for the mentally defeetiTe froa custodial 
eare to training and return to the ooamnity. As Bailes said, "... 
the never cono^tion of the institution is that of a laics fed and 
drained by a running stream, with ample inflow and outflow,*^ She 
history of this ehange is well described in a recent article by 
p 
Gegenheiaer, This paper was oonoerned with the Walter S, femold 
State School in Nassachasetts where aoch of the pioneering work in 
coaBtunity plaeeaent has be«i done. An older, but aore general desorip-
tion nay be found in the preTiously cited book by Davies.^ Both 
sources note the opposition to the idea of placement outside of the 
institution. 
fodsy, however, it is generally accepted among institutional 
personnel that there are three types of patients. First, the castodial 
eare cases; second, those persons who with training can perform 
useful tasks within the institution; and, third, patients, who after 
training, can leave the institution. 
Stanley P. Davies. Social oontrol of the mentally deficient. 
Hew York. Tltoaas Y. Crowell Co. p. 182. 1930. 
2 
Ruth A. Segenheiaer. A quarter century of eoaoonity superriBien 
of aentall^ deficient patients. As^r. J. Kent. Def. 53J92-102. 19^. 
^Davies, op, cit., pp. 181-215. 
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Vhen tha hoa« is 8uita]>le, the third type of patient oan !)• 
returned to his relatires, but, for the great majority of patients, 
the home is either non-existent or inadequate. In such ease, it is 
necessary for the institution to find mployment and proride 8uper~ 
•ision for these persons until a transition from the institution to the 
eoBBonity has been effected. Out of this situation has arisen the 
'vocational placement program of the Tarious institutions for mental 
defeetiTes in the United States, fhis simply means that "suitable" 
patients are placed from the Institution on approyed jobs under the 
superTision of the Institution. 
for the past five years, the Woodvard State Hospital and School, 
Woodward, Zowa, has been placing mentally defective patients on Toca* 
tional placement throughout the state. Generally, these people have 
an I. about 50, although a few persons in the range hare 
been placed. Prior to placement, a home and job are found, and then 
a patient is selected for placement. The institutional social serrice 
department investigates the home and wrk situation, and since one 
person has conducted the majority of these investigations, a hi^ 
degree of similarity is found in the work situation for the patient, 
fhis is particularly true when placement is broken down by sex, area 
of placeatent, and occupation, female patients generally work as 
domestics or nursing home aides; males as farm hands or hospital 
orderlies, althotxgh a greater variety of occupations has been found 
for them of late. 
A staff conference, normally composed of two psychiatrists, a 
medical doctor, a psychologist, and a sociologist or a social worker 
3 
seleots patients for plaowtent. Saoh patient and eB^loyer is giren 
a uniform set of rules which exj^ains regulations relating to dating* 
saving Boney, hours of vork, tiae off, and use of leisure tiae.* Super-
Tision is given daily hy the employer and weekly l>y the social serriee 
departoent. 
fhe major prohl«D in the program at Woodward, or any other insti -
tution, has l}6<m to develop a set of release characteristics for 
selecting patients for placement.*'* At the present time, patinoits are 
selected on the basis of clinical Judgment as to idhether they will 
succeed or fail on plao«atent. An ^pirically tested list of release 
characteristics cannot be found in the literature, nor from any of the 
institutions for mental defectives in the United States. Institutions 
having a x^acenent program utilize various criteria, while a few 
articles mention factors that seem to be of importance. Xn no case 
have those working in the field of mental deficiency established the 
statistical importance of these release characteristics. If a list 
of significant release characteristics could be obtained, it would 
then be possible to predict statistically the success or failure of 
future i^acements. 
This study is designed to do three thingo; first, to evaluate 
the release characteristics used for selection of patients for place­
ment in institutions throughout the United States; second, to evaltiate 
release dbtaracteristies noted in the literature; third, if these 
cheraeteristics evaluated at the Woodward State Hospital are found to 
*See i^eadix A. 
Ik* 
Release characteristics are here defined as those factors consider­
ed or utilised in selecting patients for vocatioiuil placwaent. 
k 
"be etatlstieaiLly slgnifioa&ti to oonstzuet a prediotioa taT)l8 la. oT&me 
to obtain the prebiAllities of sueoess for future planeiaentB. 
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II. H1?IM OF LiraEATOHS 
fha revieir of the llterattxre has 1>een divided iato two parts. 
fhls has lieea aeeessary siaee there are no studies directly evaluatifig 
criteria for selecting patients for vocational placement, or that have 
att«spted to ]^ediot preltable success or failtire of aentid defectives 
on vocational placeaent from an institution. First, there are studies 
in the field of mental deficiency vhi<^ have coamented on certain factors 
as appearix^ to have some relation to placement, but none of these 
asmmptioas has been tested statistically. Second, there are many 
studies ia other fields that have evaluated criteria for selection, 
and predicted probable outcome, e.g., parole, marriage, etc. !Ehe 
former studies have been placed ia Bart A, and the latter in Part B. 
A. Release Characteristics in the Field of Mental Deficiency 
Johason believed that a patient should be in residence at least two 
years before placement could be considered. He also stated that sterili-
ized patients tended to be more successful on placmeat than nott»steril-
ized.^ 
2 
Whitccmb , examini}ig adjustment within the institutioa, fcuad that 
1 
Betty Scott Johason. A study of eases discharged from the Laeoaia 
state adtnool ftrom July 1, l$2k to Jtily 1, 193^. Aaer. J, Ment. Def. 
5011^ 37-1^ 5. 1946. 
2 
Marion A. Whitccmb. A coB^arisca of social and iatellectual levels 
of 100 high grade adolt mental defectives. Amer. J, Kent. Def. 50t 
275.262. 19H5. 
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patioits vere lesi likely to be sueoeBsftxl oa plaoeaeat wh«re they had 
a paalshneat reoord, history of fteqaent Job changes, and displayed tigas 
of iadi^eadenoe, gregarlousaess aad aggressiTeness. Xt was also acted 
that the suooessf^ group had higher verbal latelligeaoe thaa perforaaaoe 
soorest while the opposite vas true for the uasuooessfUl. Patieats la 
resideaee for at leajst six years vere most likely to be sucoessfol oa 
plaeeaieat. 
Four different writers stated that group placements^ i.e., clusters 
of patients oa the eame job, boarding house, or coaiaanlty, vere more 
suocessf^ tluuei patimts isolated from others of a siailar baekgrouad.^ 
2 She rationale for sudi a procedure is givea by Hams, although the 
other articles cited above have siailar stateaeatst 
Siaee the patieats vere uaooafort^le and stood out as 
"sore thoBbs" ia aomal groups, we decided to cope with the 
problem ia several ways which woiild not stigaatize then as 
institution products, fhey vere therefore placed in individual 
hones but in clusters in a ooaumaity vhere our social workers 
vere active in helpiag thea to sake frleads by eacouragixig 
their coatact vith other patieats vith whoa they would be 
eoageaial. Vhea they seeaed ready to participate ia organized 
group life th^, as veil as the leaders, were givea special 
preparatioa for the experience» Also, a patleat eaterlag 
coamunity groups vas encouraged to taito a seeoad patieat 
vith hia. 
\ary Baras. Gasevork ia the social adjustaeat of adult defectives. 
Aaer, J. Meat. Def. 5^»237-2'^3. Winiftred R. Wardell. fhe adjust-
aeat of moroa aales in a group placflmrat. iaer. J. Meat. Bef. 30:^25. 
^33* 19^t Hilda Oate and Ruth A. Gegeaheiaer. The coamalty supervisor 
loote at parole. Aaer. J, Heat. Def, 55i275-27g. 1950; Mafry S, 
Hiatt. Oasevork services ia coaaaaity placeaeat of defectives. Aaer. 
J. Meat. sef. 56i2oU«2ll. 1951. 
2 
Haras, op. clt,, p, 23^. 
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SlAtt^ also stated, that "•motiooal stability was a more iaportant 
factor thea iatellectual lerel in cc^aoalty adjustment. * 
o 
Mlchal-Saith corresponded with two hundred institutions for 
defeotlres and two hundred firms to determine what personal charae-
teristios in mental defectlTes were most important in relation to 
vocational success. While this was an. excellent idea, the study 
is of little aid for four reasons. First, the responses from the 
business groups cannot be considered Talid since it was left to the 
s^inistrator or owner to detenaine who was mentally defectire. 
Second, no check was made to determine if these "defectives" had 
erer been institutionalized, fhird. Institutions themselves are 
concerned with Tocational success within the institution in the very 
narrowest sense, finally, Michal-Smith developed the items on personal 
cluuraoteristics and many of them are not of particular importance. 
Thus, the study was not applicable to the present problem. 
Sautmaa^ feels that the best preparation for adult success is 
a family plao«»ent which gives the defective child . .a sense 
of basic security through genuine acceptance and affection by his 
own immediate family." However, he goes on to say: 
1 
Hiatt, op. cit., p. 209. 
2 
H. Miohal->Smith. A study of the personal characteristics desir­
able for the vocational success of the mentally deficient. Aaier. J. 
Ment. Def. 55a39-l'+3. 1950. 
^iyrthnr Zi. Rautman. Society* s first responsibility to the 
aentaUy retarded. Amer. J. Ment. Def. 5^:157« 
1 
8 
Workers in the field hare ohsertrad repeatedly that» la 
the case of aentallsr retarded cshildrsa living at home, a 
retarded joxi&gster who comes from a family where the standards 
are so low as to Bake his ova retardation ineonspieaous (80Be<-
tines hecaose of retardation on the part Of his parents) has 
a far more favorahle eduaational and adjustneatal prognosis 
than does a child who has eqoal or evesi less retardation hut 
1^0 cones from a family setting in which his intellectual 
handicap places him below the level of the family aspirations. 
Sadti a retarded youagsterf beeaase he cannot cose up to the 
expectations of his parents and siblings, is forced to live 
in an atmosphere of oontinxial frustratioa and re^ection.^ 
Fsyehometric patterns were commented on uafavorably by Tizzard 
2 
and O'Connor: 
She hypothesis is that prognosis of rehabilitatioa is good 
for patients (defectives) when performance qtuotient is 
higher than their iatelligence quotient (verbid) and poor 
for those whose verbal intellig«aoe is better than their 
score on performance tests of iatelligence. 
Bartzler^ studied a group of 2H discharged patients, 17 of whoa 
were successful and eight uasuocessfolf and concluded that the suck 
cessflil were older at the time of admittance and time of release from 
the institution. !I3iey had lower l.C^ scores, were not behavior problems 
in the institution, nor had they had a history of deliaquenqy prior to 
admission as oompared to the uasuccessfol. 
^Ibid. p. 157. 
Tiazard aad N. O'Connor. !Phe eaployability of high-grade 
mental defectives. II, Aner. J. Ment. Def. 55«153» 1950. 
3Bthel Eartsler. A follow«up study of girls discharged fros the 
Laurelton state village. Aner. J. Ment. Def. 55s6l5-6l6. 1951» 
^Ibid, p. 615, 
9 
Shoaas^ iiiTestigatdd the adjustaeat of feaale patients transfer­
red frra the institution proper to colonies, and reported no differences 
hetveen those who succeeded and those who failed on the basis of age{ 
aental age; intelligenoe quotients! Fintner-Patternson MA.; Ff^rguson 
Tom Board H4; and, Realy PC's Mo. One end Ho. Two MA. fhe aethod 
for determining this lack of relationship is not giren. Thoaas then 
2 
concluded} 
. . .Xn view of the fact that the easily availal)le psychological 
studies and the methods of training are not satisfactory to 
make a prognosis one must resort to the only other method 
available, that of trial end error. 
One study was concerned speoiflcally with suocessltd adjustnent 
within the institution, but is reTlewed for the insights it prorides. 
Greene^ used a sample of 90 females, half of whom were rated as adjusted 
and the remainder as unadjtusted by teachers, matrons, etc. !?he results 
were: 
. . .The adjusted group were committed froa foster homes or 
other institutions in 82 per cent of eases while the malad­
justed in only of eases. Xn fact, more significant 
still, only IS per o«at of the adjusted while UU per cent of 
the maladjusted, oama directly from hoae* 
Analysis of the variables showed the two groups to be 
quite similar with respect to life age, test age, school 
achler^ent and social conditions. There were no significant 
differences relating to sex delinquency, race, religion, and 
the Cowan Delinquency Xndez. 
I 
B. £. Thomas. A study of the factors used to make a prognosis 
of social adjustment. Amer. J. Kent. Def, ^7:33^336. IS'+S* 
^Ibld. p. 336. 
3 Charlotte L. &reene. A study of personal adjustment in mentally 
retarded girls. Aaer. J. Ment. Def. 1^9:^72-476. 191^5. 
\bid. p. U73. 
10 
Small differenees were shown in the following. 7or exaapleSf 
the adjusted group had l>een la resldenoe over a /ear longer} was 
over a year oore mature in the Braw-A-Man-Test; had less neuro^ 
pathic ancestry; had fewer eoamltaents Ueeause of behavior 
difficulties; oame more frequently from other institutions aad 
foster homes. The unadjusted group shoved more emotional 
d^eadenoy upon the home situation in the form of more visits 
home, more visitors from home, more letter writing, and more 
escapes from the institution. The unadjusted oame more frequeat~ 
ly from their own home without the intervening weaning experience 
of other institutions or foster homes. The tmadjusted had more 
first-horn and latter-horn positions with regard to sibling 
rankt had less well developed recreational interests! was more 
aggressive in social situations and tended to take things more 
personally.1 
Certain writers have stated that projective tests have great value 
p 
in selecting those who will succeed on placttnent. Sarason states: 
*1. . .the data derived from the Thematic Apperception Test can be of 
value in the all-important task of placement." Elsewhere he illustrates 
the use of the fAf as follows:3 
On the basis of the analysis of this girl's stories the 
writer recommraded that it mi^t be best t^t the girl not be 
placed in her mother's home—aside from the fact that this 
home is in an unfavorable nelg^orhood. A home should be 
found wh«re instead of her earing for another she would be 
the recipient of attention, and where her desire to "belong" 
and to receive affection would receive outlets. 
1 
Ibid. p. »I75-It76. 
Seymour B. Sarason. The use of the thoaatic apperception test 
with mentally defiei«&t children: 11. A study of high grade boys. 
Amer. J. Kent. Def. ^:l69. 19^3* 
^Seymour B. Sarason* The use of the thematic apperception test 
with mentally deficient children: I. A study of high grade girls. 
Amer. J. Hent. Def. U7:U2o. 19I43. 
11 
feat^ gires oxaa^les of oases differentiating betveen the stable 
and unstable borderline and then sTimraarizes the uses of the lorsohaeht 
Blstlaetlon between retardation withotit indication of 
higher potentiality and retardation aeooapanied by crippling 
anxiety, fear, and distorbanoe in thinking is of the utaost 
ifflfportanee in planning eaitable edueational and soelal programs, 
fhe contribution of the Eorscdiaeh to the study of aiqr indiridual 
is threefold! (1) Besoription of present intelleettial aiui 
emotional adjustaoat; (2) Patterning of personality factors 
pointing toward diagnostic clues; (3) Indication of subject's 
maxiamm lerel of aental ability. 
fhe most extreme statement found in the literature regarding 
psychological tests concerned the Babcook M«ital Sffioiency Bxamina-
2 tion. Burr states that the test can determine hov any client will 
adjust . .to any of the worfc-deoiandB of today, and if so, what 
the range of his potentialities may be." 
1%Le eon(&ujalons appearing in the literature here reviewed hare not 
been Talidated by any statistical method. Generally, the articles frcm 
which they are cited do not r^resMit what is commonly thought of as 
research. The majority of the statements were giy«»i as asides to the 
central task of describing a particular placraent program. tDherefore, 
little attention has been given to a description of the method wnployed 
since nearly all of the reviewed studies hare been characterized by 
their laek of metlud. However, they have been examined for the 
insights provided. Indicative of the thinking la the field is the 
following quotation from an otherwise excellent artlolet^ 
^Marion Font. Some clinical application of the rorschach teohaique 
la cases of borderline deficiency. Amer. J. Ilent. Bef. 510-511. 1950. 
^Smily Burr, frime f^stors in the plac«aent of the below normeJl. 
Amer. J. Ment. Sef. 51J^33. 19^7. 
^John It, Walker. Psychological tests as predictors of vocational 
adjustment, imer. J. Ment. Def. 56:^31. 1951* 
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fhe fflfflatally defioieat and retarded^ like all of us, hare 
indiYldoal personalities vith raxying degrees of aotiTatioa 
and isaginatioa. We can nerer neasore these factors. 
I do not believe that any test or comhinatioa of testa 
will predict with aathematical exactness \^ther or not a 
given individual will succeed or fail in a given ^oh. 
It is surprising to note that this article was written in 19^1# almost 
twenty years after it had been dmonstrated that prediction was 
possible. 
3?he following section is devoted to a review of investigations 
that has shown the theoretical and practical possibilities of prediction. 
B. Studies in Prediction 
Generally, prediction studies may be classified according to 
content of itms or factors, method, and subject natter. The various 
studies have been arranged in chronological order since there has 
been reliance on preceding investigations. The differentiating factors 
will be noted in se^xence. Finally, the sociaological rationale for 
these studies will be reviewed. Interestingly, the theoretical soeio> 
logical justifications for such studies lagged far behind empirical 
investigations. 
Ctoe of the first studies in the field of predicting social behavior 
was Warner's^ attempt to relate recidivism to bacli^ound characteristics 
B. Warner. Factors determining parole from the Massachasetts 
reformatory. J, Crim. iaw & Criainol. lU:172-207. 1923* 
13 
of individnals. Using a sample of 6S0 men, 300 of whoa had been 
soioeessfal on parole, 300 unsucoessfal, and 80 not yet paroled, approxi­
mately 60 itens were seoxired from official parole records. Warner 
concluded that with the exception of the .alienist's report and the 
pre-parole criminal record, no significant difffences existed between 
those who failed and those who succeed on parole. 
I&jrnell Hart^, however, disagreed with Warner's conclusions. He 
stated that had earner used a statistical measure of the differences 
between the percentage rates of Tiolators and non-violators, the con­
clusions would hare been different, i.e., backgrotuxd factors hare a 
relation to parole outcome and could, therefore, be used to predict 
outcome. 
2 
Burgess utilized Hart's suggestions in an laTestigatioa of 3000 
parolees, 1000 each from three penal institutions. Approximately one-
fourth of these men were violators; violation being defined as mis­
conduct during the parole period and was either major or minor in 
nature. Using Si lare-parole items. Burgess divided these into sub­
categories on the basis of information found in the records. He then 
computed the overall percentage violation rate, and, the violation 
rate for eaeb sub-category. For example, Menard Penltentlazy had an 
Boraell Hart, fredlcting i^ole success. J. Crim. Law & Criminol. 
XUi1K)5-H13. 1923. 
2 
Kmest W. Burgess. Factors determining success or failure on 
parole. In iUidrew A. Bruce, Albert J. Harno, Ernest w. Burgess, and 
John Iiandeseo. Bie workings of the lndet«rminate-sentence law and the 
parole systera in Illinois. Springfield, Xllinois. Illinois State Board 
of Parole, p. 205-2^^9. 1928. 
orerall violation rate of 26.5 percent. One item, pre-admissioa work 
record had four sub-categories. Percentage violation rates for sub­
categories were as followst No previous work record—25,0^; record 
of casual work—31.^^j record of irregular work—21.35^; record of 
regular work—5.2^.^ It was obvious. If only this single factor 
was considered that the parolee with a record of r^ular work prior 
to adaission was more likely to succeed on parole than one with a 
record of casual work. However, it was eqaally obvious that a single 
item is not all inportant. Thus, Burgess developed 2i items concern­
ing such things as ethnic origin, crlialnal record, conditions pertain­
ing to trial, social type, age, etc. !Fo transpose these items into a 
measurable relationship with parole outcome, he gave one point for each 
sub-category whose percentage violation rate was below the overall 
violation rate. Thus, a prospective parolee with a history of regular 
work would receive one point for falling in that category. In all, it 
was theoretically possible to receive 21 rtolnts. In this manner 3000 
prediction scores w^e obtained^ and on the basis of these an experience 
table was constiructed. 
The method employed by Biirgess was relatively simple, but criticlsas 
were made of this study for five reasons, first, only official records 
were used. Second, the study was confined to conduct during the parole 
period. (Third, subclasses in some items were subjective and overlap 
with each and with other iteas. FoTirth, equal wel^t was given to all 
1 
Ibid. p. 266. 
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items la the seorlog though some were of more iaporta&ee than others. 
1 
Fifth, no measure of reliability or consistenojr of data was utilized. 
2 7hese eriticisms were taken into account by the Olueoks , with 
the partial exception of the final one, in a study that followed shortly 
after. Earing almost unlimited funds, the &lu«eks* used both official 
records, and intenriews with interested people. Their criterion for 
failure was continued criminality not only during parole, but afterwards 
as well. They selected it^s throta^ the use of the coefficient of 
the mean square contingency. Through the use of this method, th<qr 
discoTered the degree to which any itmi was related to behaTior. This 
substantially reduced the number of itons necessary to predict parole 
outcome; in all they used six pre-reformatory factors. Scores were 
obtained by adding the percentage value of the failure rate found for 
each subcategory^which was applicable to an indlTidoal. 
Broadly speaking, the two methods of relating background charac­
teristics of an offender have been developed, i.e.^ the Burgess and 
Slueck methods, or many and xmwei#ted items, or few and weighted items. 
Zn 1939 relative efficiency of the two methods was tested by Told? 
i 
Of. Sheldon and Sleanor T. filuedc. ^ criminal careers. New 
York. Alfred A, ICnopf. p. 280-281. 1930{ ®ad, George B. ?old. 
Prediction methods and parole. Hanover, K. H. The Sociological Press. 
p. 16. 1931. 
p 
&lueck and Olueck, op. cit. p. 2gl-2g2. 
?Told, op, cit.. Chapter VI. 
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and he obtained a correlation of <40.922 between eeores derived thrcogb 
the use of the two aethods. Told used three tests of reliability, the 
Pearsonian coeffioleat of ooirrelation, the ooeffioient of aean square 
contiagenejTi and analysis of scatter diagrama. Monaohesi^ used the 
saoe aethods as Told in predicting the outcome of probation with a 
sample of 619 persons. After using both methods, he eoncludedt 
fhe results obtained have indicated throughout that even 
though the Bttrgess method is crude, and subject to mani" 
objections, its use gives the most satisfactory results 
ih that it discriminates more sharply between the classes 
at t>ie lover end of the scoring sce^e. 
2 
In 193^. til® Glueoks modified their method by declaring signifi­
cant any item where it was foxind that the maxloum percentage differ­
ence of the subcategories was greater than one-half the overall viola­
tion rate, fhis is simpler than flgoring the ooeffioient of mean scjoare 
contingency, but it retains the advantages of the weighted score. 
Vold^, in 1935i utilised the methods developed in predicting 
parole and probation outcome In an attempt to select different types 
of prisoners for the most suitable type of treatment available within 
lio B. Konachesl. Prediction factors in parole. Hanover, 9. H. 
aSxe Sociological Press, p. 107. 1932. 
2 
Sheldon and Eleanor f. Glueedc. Five hondred delinquent women. 
Hew Tork. Alfred A. Ihopf. Chapter mi. 193^. 
^&eorge B. Told. Prediction methods applied to probloas of 
classification within Institutions. J. Crla. Law & Crlainol. ZSt 
202-209. 1935. 
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the iBStitutioa. A saisple of 597 eases was used and again it was found 
that both the Bxirgess and t^lueok methods produced alBilar results.^ 
Until 1936* the primary differences between researchers had been 
the method used in selecting and sooriog items. All students in the 
field had relied primarily on pre-institutional admittance factors to 
make up the bulk of their prediction items. Usually there vas an 
lt«s concerning behavior in the institution, and one or two concerning 
the social type of the individual, and the psychiatric prognosis, fhis 
2 
approach was attacked by Ferris f. Lmn« as unrealistic. After stating 
that the purpose of the penal institution is reform and rehabilitation, 
and that this is effected through transformation of the attitudes of 
the prisoners, he saij;:^ 
It mast depend, then, not upon static factors, which are 
from the outset fixed for all timest it must rest upon 
dynamic elements—factors which are subject to continual 
changes, fo Judge the probability of successf^xl adjustment 
of a paroled inmate upon such factors as his aationality, 
his age, his matltal status, etc., is to exclude entirely 
aay chaoge which may take place in his ego after his incar­
ceration. fhe offender who at comitment is a twen^-six-
year-old single American will after ten years be a thirty-
six-year-old sin^e imerican. If changes oeeor at all, 
such predetermined criteria cannot serve as useful indices. 
Lsone attested to gain dynamic itoss by utilizing the hunches 
of prisoners who were acquainted with the prospective parolee. As 
1 
Ibid. p. 208. 
Ferris P. Laune. Predicting criminality. Chicago. Kortlwestem 
University Studies in Social Science, Ko. 1. 193^* 
^Ibid. p. 76. 
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Moixachesl^ said, however: 
Having made these assuaptions, Laune gets involved in an 
elaborate and eomplicated statlstioal analysis of "hoaohes" 
^t t^ds to give his results a sealilanee of reqpeotablllty 
and accuracy. It does seea, however, that unverified honohes 
do not furnish an adequate foundation upon which to erect 
a prediction Instruaent. On the other hand, it does seem 
true that Laune's investigation suggests a nonber of possi­
bilities for improving prediction techniques and his contention 
that prediction instruments be based upon dynamic aspects 
of behavior is commendable. 
The following years were characterized by an extension of predic-
tion methods to other fields of social behavior, as well as further 
2 
work in the field of predicting recidivism. Burgess and Gottzvll 
established a marriage adjustment questionnaire which was developed 
out of the relationship between happiness rating scales and background 
social factors. I^om this was established a table of scores which 
predicted the degree of marital adjustment for a couple. 
Ia 1939, Baylor and Honachesi used six factors to predict success 
or failure of foster-home placements for children.^ The six factors 
were nativity of the father, the child's interests, problems, habits, 
age, and attitude toward education. Th9 Olueck method of selecting 
^Ulio 0. Moaaehesl. An evaluation of recent major efforts at 
prediction. Amer. Sociol. Bev. 6tU60. 19^1. 
2 
Smest W. Burgess and L. S. Cottrell, Jr. !I!he prediction of 
adjustment in marriage. i»er. Sociol. Bev. 50:737-751> 1936; and, 
Brnest W. Burgess and L. S. Oottrell, Jr. Predicting success or failure 
In maxTlage. Hew York. Prentice-Hall. 1939• 
^Bdlth H. H. Baylor and Silo D. Monaohesi. Ilie rehabilitation 
of children. Hew York. Harper and Brothers. 1939* 
% 
Ibid. p. k-JS, 
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factors was used, and scores were obtained by adding together the 
tuifaTorable percentage for each of the sobolasslflcations. 
Veeks^, attempting to dlstlagolsh characterlatlcs between the 
delinquent and non-delinquent, and thas predict Jurenlle delinquency, 
used both the Burgess and &lueok aethod. In the latter method, the 
weight of each factor was determined by the 'value of the critical 
ratio which gare the significance of the difference between delinquents 
and non-delinquents. He used fourteen characteristics as predletire 
2 
items. 
Jenkins^, ^  without glTing Laune credit, again attempted to 
Inject dynamic Items into the prediction instrument. After dlseus-
U 
slag various studies predicting recldlirism: 
fhe inclusion In these studies of elements deserlptlre of 
characterlBtic personality patterns have been conspicuously 
rare, . . . . 7o aayone working clinically with offenders 
this is a consplcaous omission. 
That is to say, there are obvious elements of decided 
prognostic significance which are not included, at least 
In any direct manner, in any of the quantitative methods 
of predicting parole success. . . .Prediction made without 
reference to this psychological state or to general 
personality patterns, may have a degree of validity, statis­
tically speaking, which is dependent upon the fact that 
certain actions usually have certain significance, but 
such relationship is a regretably limited basis for 
prediction. 
1 
H. Ashley Weeks. Predicting juvenile delinquency. Amer. Soclol. 
Hev. 8t^K)-H6. 19^3* 
^Ibld. p. »4^1. 
\. L. Jenkins, Henry Harper Hart, Philip I. Sperling, and Sidney 
Azelrad. Prediction of parole success: Inclusion of psychiatric 
criteria. J, Grim. Law & Crlmlnol. 33s38-H6. 19^3* 
U 
Ibid. p. 38. 
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The sample consisted of S3 well-euljusted parolees from a training 
school and lOJ poorly adjusted parolees, i.e., returned to the insti­
tution during parole. Approxiiaately half of the it was were static 
and half dyoaraic in nature. Items were weighed from a plus four to a 
minus four, althou^ it was not stated how wei^ts were determined, 
fhe authors state that the study was designed to explore possibilities 
rather than to serve as useful prediction Instrtment.^ 
2 Cason and Peseor^s study is chiefly of interest since it used 
Schrek's nomogrioi to select items. Ko atten^t was made to weii^titsas 
or to predict probable outcome. 
Glassstudy relied almost completely on dynamic data and parts 
of it can be secured only by direct questioning. Five factors were 
used to predict combat effectIreness: Disease and Illnesses; adult 
neurotic manifestations; degree of insecurity; family history 
(neuroticism and disharmony); and, childhood neurotic traits.^ Glass 
felt^ that . .a partial degree of success was attained." The study 
' I --
Ibid. p. 
^ulsey Cason and M. J. Pescor. A comparatlre study of recldlTlsts 
and non<»reoidlTlBt among psychopathic federal offenders. J. Crim. Law 
& Crimlnol. 37:236-238. I9U6. 
^Albert J. Glass. An attwapt to predict probable combat effeotlre-
ness by brief psychiatric examination. The Amer. J. Psychiatry. I06: 
81-90. 19H9. 
h 
Ibid. p. 81-82. 
^Ibid. p. 83. 
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la of Interest since it ie the only one whioh ie so designed that all 
it«B8 may be completed by direot qaeetionia^. 
1 
^e Glueeke' latest attesqpt at predietioa has been in the field 
of juvenile delinquency, fhey used a Batched sa^le of 500 deliaqoents 
and 500 non-deliaqueat males. Matching had been done on the basis 
, . 2 
of age (11-17); intelligesiee, ethnic origin; and, neighborhood. While 
they inrestigated character traits on the basis of the Rorschach, and 
personality traits on the basis of psychiatric intenrievs, the factors 
of interest here concerned social background. They found five factors 
to be significant: discipline of the boy by the father; supenrision 
of the boy the mother; affection of the father for the boy; affec­
tion of the mother for the boy; and, cohesiTeness of the family.^ !^ey 
obtained weighted scores by using the pwcentage failtire of the sub­
category. 
fhe latest study in predicting recidiTism, and one of the best, 
k 
is that of (&li&. Be patterned his inTestigation after Burgess' 
early work. On]^ 12 itens were used as compared to Bxtrgess* 21, but 
1 
Sheldon and lleanor T. Glueck. Unraveling JuTenile delinquency. 
Sew York. Comnenwealth Fund. 1950* 
^Ibid. p. lU-15. 
^Ibid, p. 261. 
k 
Lloyd E. Ohlin. Selection for parole. Hew York. Bussell 
Sage Foundation. 1951* 
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those ret&ined are similar and oorer about the same background of 
pre-prison factors as the earlier work.* The scoring is done in 
somewhat the same fashion, a plus one, minus one, or zero. As 
for weighting the Tarious items, Ohlin sajrs:^ 
In the coarse of prediction research carried on in 
Illinois, a great deal of experimentation was conducted 
with different methods of scoring in order to combine the 
information provided by the rarious factors. It was 
discovered that when only the subclasses of each factor which 
vary most from the average violation rate wore considered, 
highly complicated scoring and wei^ting procedures add 
little to the value of the final table. In fact, a simple 
combination of widely deviant favorable and unfavorable 
items gives more useful and stable results than can be 
secured by con^llcated weighting systMss. 
2 Predictive items were selected on the basis of four tests: 
The first test pertains to the reliability of the 
classifications in each subclass. The required information 
can be secured from the data on reliability already collected. 
A percentage of full agreement is secured for each subclass 
and two lists are prepared. One list is composed of those 
subclasses with violation rates higher than the average 
violation rate for the total sample of parolees, and the 
other shows the subclasses with violation rates that 
are lower. 
The second test involves the determination of the 
statistical significance of each subclass. This may be 
accoi^lished by cospiting the significance of the difference 
between the subclass violation rate and the total violation 
rate. The resulting figure is commonly called the critical 
ratio of the difference between two proportions. A 
eritical ratio over 2.^8 may be regarded as significant 
at the 1 per cent level .... 
The third test relates to the detezmination of the 
degree of association between the subclass and parole 
*See Appendix B for the items Ohlin used. 
^Ibid. p. 56. 
®Ibid, p. 110-111. 
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riola.%Xou, . , .Yule's Q coeffioieat for the neasxireaent 
of the assoeiatioB of attrilmtes has prored usefol la the 
Illinois |»rediotion study whea it is used la ooajoactioa 
with a oritloal ratio. ... 
fhe interested reader is referred to an article written by Ohlia and 
Doncan^ where the fourth test, a measure of predictive efficiency of 
the subclasses, is discussed. This is the percentage reduction in 
error of prediction which is said to be the ratio of the percentage 
of error of aay i^eeifie method of prediction to the percentage of 
error based on knowledge of oyerall Tiolation rates. It is obtained 
by subtracting the percent of overall Tiolation rate from the predicted 
percentage of Tiolation rate, and dlTiding the result into the actual 
2 
percent of Tiolation rate. "This test indicates the improTement in 
efficiency of prediction which can be realised by tMing the distinc­
tion afforded by the subclasses of a factor, as compared with predic­
tions made witiuiut this knowledge."^ 
BelatiTely few studies haTe concerned thmselTes with follow-ups 
of existing prediction tables, and these few haTe generally been dis-
k 
appointing. Void was the first to do so in the studies here reriewed. 
He used Burgess' method, and after adjusting differences between overall 
Tiolation rates for different periods of time, he concluded: 
1 
Lloyd S. Ohlia and Otis iDadley Duncan. The effieieacy of predio­
tioa in criminology. Amer. J, Sociol. ^^1-^51. 19^9* 
2 
Ibid. p. 
3 
''Ohlia, op. cit., p. 111. 
Ckkorge B. Told. So parole prediotioa tables work la practice? 
JmBT, Sociol. HeT. ^ tl36-138. 1931» 
2k 
llmli prlaoipal error that appears is due to the ohanged 
rate of parole Tiolatioa for the institution. Parole pre> 
diction seems to haye worked within the Halts of ahout a 
two percent error. 
Monaohesi^, using 120 persons in a follow-up of an earlier study 
concluded that while his sample was small, serious doubts were east 
on the validity of his technique. 
Hakeem^ changed several of Burgess' items slightly and adjusted 
the es^erience table dae to the changed violation rate in a follow-
up study. He concluded, "fhe prediction table has been validated in 
this instance.**^ 
fhompson^ used a saaiple of one hundred males to test the filueoks* 
social factors in their book Unraveling Juvenile Dellaquency. He 
5 
concluded} 
In summary, it has been found that when the ^lueok 
Social Prediction Table was tested against a sas^le of 
100 boys . . .it was able to identify accurately 91 
percent of the boys who in the years that followed proved 
definitely to be either non-delinquent or delinquents. 
1 
Slio D. Monachesi. A coaqparison of predicted with actual results 
of larobation. Amer. Sociol. Hev. 10:26-31. I9H5. 
Michael Hakeem. The validity of the Burgess method of parole 
prediction. Amer. J. Sociol. 53076-386. 19^. 
^Ibid. p. 3S6. 
\ichard S. Thoi^son. A validation of the Qlueok social prediction 
scale for proneness to delinquency. J. Grim. Law & Criminol. U3t 
U5I-U70. 1952. 
5lbid. p. U69. 
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Bie most elaborate follow-up study to test the effeetlyeness of 
earlier works vas the study previously cited hy Ohlia aad Duncan.^ 
In all, 1^ studies were wcamliied through the use of the percentage 
reduction in error of prediction method. Hoveyer, there woulA appear 
to he some doubts as to the sotmdness of obtaining a ratio through 
the d.eTio« of diyiding one percent into another. After analyzing 
Tarious prediction tables through the use of the percentage reduction 
in error devioe, they concluded that . .the routine application 
of these techniques to the types of data usually seeured is in xio sense 
a guaranty of substantial isproreaients in prediction over the crudest 
2 
method available—prediction from total rates." 
It was noted at the beginning of this section that prediction 
methods could be classified in three wayst content of items, subject 
matter, and statistical method. lEhese three types of classification 
will be briefly summarized. 
In general, content of items mvy be classified in one of two 
ways, static or dynamic. With Inrt several notable exceptions, predic­
tion studies have utilized static information although the anphasls 
Would ai^ear to be shifting toward the use of dynamic data where 
5 
available. Beckless"^, using objective for static and subjective for 
^Ohlin and Doacan, op. cit. 
^Ibid. p. 4^5. 
3 
Walter C. BeckXess. fhe inQjlications of prediction in sociology. 
Amer. Sociol. Rev. 6:^76. 19^1. 
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dynamic, defines static data as **. . .externally recognizable condi~ 
tio&B, ..." end dynaaio data as . .subjective factors in a person's 
life and behavior. . . He feels that reliance will be placed more 
and more on dyaaaic data but goes on to say:^ 
fhere is no reason, however, to neglect the use of ordin­
arily reported objective iteas in the computation of risk for 
the exclusive use of predictive instruments which test the 
opwation of subjective factors, Improvwaents in standardising 
the reporting of objective information on agency records will 
undoubtedly have great repercussions for prediction studies 
as well as will the inclusion of new objective items of informa» 
tion in record coverage which are found to have predictive 
value. Just as much use should be made of the objective 
items in computation of risk as is possible to make until the 
limits of prediction with such data are discoverable. 
It has been pointed out that students of prediction have concerned 
themselves with a wide range of interestt recidivism, probation, Insti­
tutional classification, marital adjustment, foster-home placements. 
Juvenile delinquency, and combat effectiveness. 
fhe method of preparing prediction tables may be divided into two 
parts, scoring and selecting itons. Items have either been assigned 
equal weight, or been given varying weights depending upon their 
relative Importance to predicting reaults, Szperlence has shown that 
either method is satisfactory and b&th give about the same results, 
fhe method of selecting specific items for Inclusion in the prediction 
table has not been resolved and apparently will not be for sometime. 
At the present, there is no test or combination of tests generally 
accepted by workers in the field. 
^Ibid. p. 
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fhe theoretical sociological Justifications for the prediction 
of social behavior came long after a nuaber of empirical studies had 
gained vide acceptance. Indeed, tradition and interest marked the 
justifications for such studies until 1939? and even then the rationale 
was addressed not to sociologists but social workers.^ fhe priaary 
point Bade, which is also one of the basic tenet of sociology, was 
that groupings to a high degree, . .have been conditioned to respond 
2 
to similar stiauli in a siailar fashion." A more abstract level of 
presentation was reached in articles by Monachesi and Ee^ess in 
I9HI. Monachesi^, speaking of the assuaptions under which prediction 
studies are carried on said: 
Briefly stated, the work of these scholars Is predicated 
on the asBoaptloa that hnaan conduct in general is s\ibjeot 
to seieatlflc study which renders possible the classification 
of huaan beings and their behavior In more or less stable 
categories. Data that are thus derived ai^r be used to forecast 
what will probably happen when certain types of hoaoa beings 
who possess specific characteristics are confronted with 
designated situations. In other words, studies in the field 
of social prediction attempt to record huoan experiences la 
soae systMsatic form so as to utilize them for predicting 
future huaan conduct, fhe results of this procedure are usually 
presented in simple e:^ectan(^ tables. 
k 
Beckless , In a aore generic approach sees the prediction of social 
behavior as the raison d* etre of the study of social probleast 
Baylor and Monachesi, op. elt. 
^Ibld. p. U69. 
\onaehesi. An evaluation of recent major efforts at prediction. 
P. »f7g. 
U 
Beckless, op, elt, p. U7I-U73. 
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fhe najor scientific Interest in the study of social 
prol^leas has t>een focused primarily on causation. Zt is now 
hecoming apparent In sociological research, at least, that 
causative factors are Ter^ elusive things, and are not satis­
factory (sic) handled. Perhaps the etiology of the particular 
social probloBS which sociologists study will largely remain 
speculatire and undetermined. Perhaps causation is not very 
applic^le to the study of social problems in the first place. . . . 
In Tiew of a f^strated etiology of social problems, the 
turtrerified although interesting analysis of behaTier processes, 
and the unsettled condition of the spatial studies, one mi^t 
propose that sociologists cultivate the actuarial study of 
social problems, which mi^t indicate the risk of various 
categories of people for becoming officially reported to various 
registration agencies. . . .Sociologists have already made a 
respectable beginning in prediction of outcome. . . .However, 
the promise of the application of actuarial methods to the 
study of social problems does not lie in prediction of absolute, 
tangible, or corrected incidence but rather in the forecast of 
what category of persons has a better chance of being reported 
to an agency than another category of persons. 
Beckless^ well suaraarizes the advantages and limitations of pre­
diction methods in his final sumaary: 
In summary, it has been pointed out that (1) the actuarial 
approach is one which affords sociologists the opportunity to 
have something demonstrable to say about social problems; (2) 
by being interested in what classes of persons will become 
known to an agency, actuarial computations sidesteps the diffi­
culties confronting,' the prediction of total volume or incidence 
of cases; (3) aotu^ial methods operate effectively within the 
limits of agency facilities and coverage, althotigh the results 
suffer somewhat from bad reporting of data; (H) the data reported 
in ordinary agency and institutional records are no more of a 
handicap to actuarial methods than are the data reported in the 
ordinary applications for life InsursAce; (3) actuarial use 
even can be made of data which are based on what the e»mlnees 
profess to be true; (6) the outlook for prediction studies is 
brighter In the field of computation of categoric risks for 
suocessl^ and unsaccessfal outcome than in the field of computa­
tion of categoric risks for successfol and unsuccessful outcome 
than in the field of oomputation of categoric risks for persons 
to become known to an agency; and (7) valid tests of subjective 
factors may xiltlmately have to be developed to procure the really 
socially Important indicators of risk in outcome. 
Ibid. p. H77. 
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1!he review of the literature has been selective rather than ex-
haxiBtive since there have been many other studies in the area of 
prediction. However, these studies contribute little that is unique 
to those discussed here.^ 
1 
fhe following is a partial list of prediction studies} Clark 
fibbetts. Success or failure on parole ceui be predicted. J. Cria. Law 
& CriBinol. 22:11-^. 1931; Lewis M. ferman, al» Psychological 
factors in marital happiness. Hew York, HcOraw-Hill Book Co. 193^J 
Walter V. Argow. A criminal-liability index for predicting possibility 
of rehabilitation. J. Cria, Law & Criainol. 26s56l-577» 1935? ?. 
Cain and Mark S. Richaond. fhe success or failure of 9^6 naval offen­
ders. J. Cria. Law & Criainol. 37*390-^^)7. 19^7; Sheldon and 
Eleanor T. Glueok. One thousand juvenile deliaguents. Caabridge. 
Harvard University Press, 193^1 Later criiainal careers. Hew Tork, 
Coamonwealth ?und. 1937* Juvenile delinquents grown up. Hew York. 
Coaaonwealth Fund, 19^i Criainal careers in retrospect. Hew York, 
Coaaonwealth fund. 19^3t After-conduct of discharged offenders. Hew 
York. Coamonwealth fund. 1950, 
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III. IdTHOB OF HtOCUmB 
fhis aeetioa has been diyided Into three parts; first, the ol>Jeo» 
tires of the stady; seoond, the assuaptions and hypotheses used; 
and, third, the aethod of procedure. 
A. Ohjeotives of the Study 
fhis study has three objeetives; first, to determine the release 
eharaeteristics of institutionalised mental defectives leaving insti­
tutions on vocational plaesment; second, to determine if these release 
chscraoteristics are applicable to patbnts vho have been placed on 
jobs from the Woodward State Hospital and School, Woodward, Xowa; 
third, to detennine if these release oharaoterlstlos differentiate be­
tween those patients who are discharged and those who are returned to 
the institution. Xf these characteristics differentiate between 
patients, to utilize these data to predict statistically the chances 
of probable success for individuals leaving the Hospital in the future 
on vocational placement. 
B. Assuaptions and Hypotheses 
fhe basic assua^tlon of this study is similar to that of Monachesi^, 
J 
Monachesi. An evaluation of recent major efforts at prediction, 
p. ^ 78. 
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I.e., that huaan beings can be placed in more or less stable categories, 
and foreeasts made of probable future behavior on the basis of these 
categories. 
This study has one general hypothesis and two sui^rting hypotheses. 
The general hypothesis of this study is that the release oharaoteri8> 
tics currently used in selecting institutionalized mental defectives 
for ^ cational placement are not applicable to the patients of the 
Woodward State Hospital and School, Woodward, Iowa. 
^e two supporting hypotheses are: first, that those cariteria 
do not differentiate between those mental defectives who are discharged 
or released and those who are returned to the Hospital. Second, that 
these criteria cannot be used to predict the adjustment of mental 
defectives leaving the institution in the future. 
C. The Procedural Steps 
1. The group studied 
Four criteria were used to determine the ^^roup here studied which 
consisted of 75 males and 130 females for a total of 2o5 persons. 
First, persons included in the group were patients of the Woodward 
State Hospital and School, Woodward, Iowa. Second, the patients were 
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Bdntall:^ deficient, tut wwe not epileptic,* Third, patients had been 
placed by the Hospital's Social Service Department, according to the 
rtiles of Oircular Letter Htimber U3. Foxirth, if patients had failed 
on plaeeraent, it ms through a fault of the patients*, rather than 
return caused by sickness, inconsiderate employee, eto« In other 
vords, the patient had failed throu^ some action requiring his 
return. 
A single criterion has been used to determine successful place-
ments, which was a complete discharge from the Hospital approved by 
the Iowa Board of Control of State Institutions. Thirty-nine male 
and 7^ female patients were classified as successful. Unsuccessful 
placaments were defined as those who had returned to the Hospital 
through a fault of their own. Furthermore, to be included in thi« 
study, they would not be considered for placement again. Thirty-
six male and ^8 tmsle patients were classified as unsuccessful. This 
made a total of 111 successful and 9^ unsuccessfol placments. 
||| 
While there has been and still is a great deal of controversy as 
to what constitutes a definition of a mentally deficient person, it 
is here defined as any non-epileptio patient of the Woodward State 
Hsopital. This has been done for four reasons: first, patients are 
so regarded by the community where th^ are placed; second, this 
definition is in accord with the Code of Iowa; third, psychologists 
are not in complete agre^ent as to any numerical I.Q. that co Id 
serve as a cutting line; and, fourth, it is true of most institutions 
for mentally deficients in the United States that they have patients 
with "normal** intelligence quotients. Thus, this definition is prag­
matic as well as giving conai deration to social and psychological 
factors. Cf. S. S. Doll. Is mental deficiency curable? Amer. J. 
Kent. Bef. 19^7{ l>co Eanner. leeblemindedness, absolute, 
relative and apparent. Hervous Children. 50{365-397* 19^-
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Some oritieisB aajr Ibe raised to the approach of using disdmrge 
f^oa the Hospitid as the criterion of success, and return to the 
Hospital as the criterion of fallcure. Zt has heen done for three 
reasons. First, workers in the field of prediction have used such a 
pragsatlc definition In other studies.^ Second, with Halted funds, 
there is no aTailahle aeans of determining ultimate adjustment. IHiird, 
an Ohlin said regarding parole Tlolatlon warrants, "it is a clear, 
ohjectlve measure of success or failtire which can he readily obtained 
from the records," 
2. Secorlng the release oharactearistles 
Three assu^tions were made regarding release characteristics 
before actually heglnnlng the study, first, it was heliered that 
the criteria used in studies of other types of populations wo\ild be 
applicable to the group studied. While there are similarities and 
the studies provided Insights, the release criteria used were not 
directly applicable to this group. Second, it had been assumed that 
there were criteria for the rooatlonal placement of non-Institutionalised 
mental defectlTes. Such criteria were not found, fhlrd, it had been 
thought that the literature concerning mental deficiency would hare 
sufficient criteria to test adequately whether significant differences 
existed between those that failed and those that succeeded on placem«it. 
J 
Ohlia, op. clt. A measure of parole outcome. Chapter 3> 
chapter has the historical rationale for such an approach. 
®Ibid. p. M+. 
3^ 
This has been found to l>e only partially true since •arious writers 
mentioned insights, but had noT^ attwnpted to eraplrioally irerify 
then. For these reasons, It has hera decided to write directly to 
the Tarlous institutions for mental defectives in the United States 
iffid determine what criteria were used hy them in placoaent.* 
Originally It had been decided to send a schedule with specific 
questions, but this vas discarded. &ee^ points out many of the dis-
advants^es of the questionnaire, Read in the light of the present 
problttB, it seened raethodologically unsound to "prepare" answers 
2 
where none might exist. As Luadberg says, "All questionnaires 
are necessarily formulated on the basis of some knowledge of the type 
of answer probable." Since this study was oonc«rned with criteria 
actually being used, it was felt that a detailed questionnaire would 
facilitate the present tendency of institutions for mttital defectives 
to give adherence to a vocational placioient program even though one 
did not exist. In other words, in view of the lack of knowledge 
regarding the subject, it was a real fear that the answer probable 
might both originate and end in the writer's office. 
• 
Addresses were obtained from the Directory of the American 
Association on Mental Deficiency, 19^0. 
Wilson Oee. Social science research methods. Hew Tork. 
ippleton, Century-Crofts, Inc. p. 31^-318« 1950* 
%eorge A. Lundberg. Social research. Hew Tork. Longmans, 
Sreen and Co. p. I92, 19^. 
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ThaSf a "free* or "open-ended" letter has been sent to each state 
institution for mental defectives in the United States.* This letter 
had two adTantages} first, it was believed that institutions without 
a program would be less lilcely to respond than if a readynaade answer 
sheet had been provided.** Seoond, the responses were in terms of 
what the respondents thought inportant rather than the writer.^ fhe 
prinary disadvantage of this approach has been in the attttopt to 
classify the answers. However, due to the siailarity of voeabtilary, 
relatively little difficulty arose in th« final olassification. 
Ae seen above, the letter had been signed by the Superintendent. 
After two months, the same letter with a note attached was se&t to 
those institutions not replying.*** In all, letters were sent to 
institutions and replies were received from 6g or 7^.73 P®r cent. 
Fifteen, or 22,oS per cent had no plaoffsent program. tEfhus, 53 
responses gave specific criteria, fhis was 77*9^ P®r c^at of all 
responses received. 
* 
See Appendix C. 
Letters were sent only to public institutions, since the problems 
facing private institutions are not comparable, i.e., patients are 
usually returned to the family when released from private institutions. 
See Appendix B. 
^undberg, op. cit. p. 191-193« 
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It is noteworthy that slightly over 25 P«r cent of the institu­
tions contacted did not respond at all. Particularly so when it is 
reaftabered that alioost all institutions have some routine method of 
answering mail of this type. Moreover, another study utilizing the 
questionnaire and mailed to state institutions for mental defeotiyes 
reoeiyed a response of 91.7^ per cent without a follow-up letter.^ 
Xn that article» however, a less prominent subject was under inves­
tigation. 
Fifty-three or 77*9^ P®!- cent of the responses referred to the 
matter of release oharaoteristies used by that particular institution. 
It was necessary to discard six or 11.32 per cent in view of the responses 
given. Two stated that they considered "all the facts;" two said 
they had no set release characteristics; one said any non-delinquent 
was eligible for placement; and, the last said patients were placed 
•when they develop". 
Two hundred and forty-eight release characteristics were noted by 
the ^7 institutions which was an average of 5*3 release charactwris-
tics per institution, fhese characteristics were grouped into 19 
categories. 7his, as noted above, is the problem of the open-ended 
questionnaire. Some overlap was found in the categories, but in the 
main there was a high degree of unanimity in the responses due to the 
similarity in terminology which,_-of"TSowf»e, facilitated classification. 
1 
G-. K. Wilson. The civilian conservation corps as an adjustment 
outlet for boys trained in state institutions for the mentally de­
ficient. Amer. J. Kent. Def. U6tl2H-12g. 19IH. 
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It is apparent from Table 1 that there are errors of both oaia-
sion and eoBmlssion. It is not likely that an Institution would release 
sex deviates, or, if they did so, only after prolonged consideration, 
Tet, only three responses noted this fact, fbus, numbers and percen­
tages aay be nlsleading. They should be Interpreted to mean only 
that these factors were specifically mentioned a certain mu^er of 
times. In all llkellk>od, each factor would In some way be considered, 
but it is interesting to note the waphasls glren to various Items. 
fhe primary problem in the release characteristics obtained is 
the subjectivity of many of them. For example, what Is meant by the 
proper attitude, personality. Interest, and proper use of leisure time? 
fhese characteristics were never satisfactorily explained In the 
respoxises, but were simply listed as Important factors. In addition, 
four other release characteristics were given, but were not explained, 
fhls group Included length of residence, formerly institutionalized, 
past history, and education. While none of these is subjective In 
themselves, respondents did not state what Influence or in what manner 
these factors pieced a part. In each case, it was stated that these 
factors were considered. In other words, the eight characteristics 
noted above were said by respondents to be l^ortant la differentlatlag 
successful from unsuccessful placements, but no indications were given 
as to what their actual role might be, nor how they might be used to 
select successful placements. 
Hlne release characteristics are relatively explanatory and are 
primarily dependent on either skilled observation or tests. They are: 
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Table 1. Belease characteristics considered by Uj 
institutions in selecting patients for 
vocational placement 
Criterion Per cent 
I.q. or M.A. S5.10 
Good behavior in the institution 2U 51.06 
?ersonallty 23 ^.93 
Age 21 kK68 
Received all institution can give 20 ^.55 
Oo Job (specific} 19 U0.H2 
Emotionally stable 19 HO.i+2 
Grood pl^sical condition 18 38.30 
Mucation lU 29.78 
Proper attitude 10 21.27 
Sterilized 8 17.02 
Proper use of spare time 7 lH.g9 
Past history 7 IH.89 
Tiruthfulaess k g.51 
Personal appearance, cleanliness, etc. k g.51 
Interests 3 6.3s 
Not sex deviate 3 6.3s 
Length of residence 3 6.38 
Formerly institutionalized 1 2.12 
TOTAL 
39 
good lishaTlor in the institution; received all the institution oan 
giYej ability to do & speoifie Job; good physical condition; sterilized; 
truthfolness; not a sex deviate; and, personal appearance and cleaali*-
ness. In regard to the last factor, that of personal appearance, the 
following statement seems pertinent:^ 
Hot only does the social prejudice toward one with a 
conspicuous or unesthetic defect tend to operate to 
his social and economic disadvantage, but such prejudice 
can plcQT a powerful role in determining the attitude of 
the handicapped toward hinself and his mental health. 
Two release characteristics were discussed in some detail by 
respondents; intelligence and age. Intelligence test results were 
noted by to institutions. In almost every case, their concern was 
in establishing a point below which patients were not considered for 
placement. In terms of I.Q*, six institutions said they considered 
those with an Z.Q. of 50 or higher; one eaoh said and Mo. Bight 
responses w^e concerned with H.A.; four taking eight as a cutting 
line; two using seven; and one each using six and five. Seven 
responses used classifications, with the moron mentioned three times 
as the lowest considered, and one each for low morons, %iddle grades", 
imbeciles, and "the more intelligent." 
Specific mention of chronological age was primarily concerned 
with the level below which patients were not considered for plac«n«at. 
fbree said age l6; five used IS; two 20; and, one respondent said 21 
fraaces Cooke MacGregor. Some psycho-social problems associated 
with fa<i^ deformities. Amer. Sociol. Hev* l6i637* 1951 • 
iK) 
years of age was as yotmg as they vould consider, fvo institutions 
oited age 25* one stating this was the "Tjeat" age, and the other ss^iag 
that at the Iteginning of the placement progrsn this had been the aini-
auffl age, but it had been dropped to SO. Only two institutions gave 
a ceiling age, 50 and 55* 
When the release characteristics found in the literature and in 
the responses from the Tarious institutions are coapared, two conclu­
sions appear. First, there is a hi^ degree of siailarity between the 
two. Since the literat\ire is both written and read by institutional 
persozmel, this is to be expected. Second, following this furth«r, 
in neither sources are the characteristics useable from a quantitative 
point of view. !£hey tend to be highly subjective and do not lend 
thwBselves to empirical verification as presented. 
ObJ|ectifying the release oharacteristies 
Two considerations were given to objectifying release character-
istics as found in the literature and responses from individual insti­
tutions. first, each characteristic has been constructed to lend 
itself to statistical aanipulation, but, insofar as possible, to retain 
the essence of the idea originally presented. Second, an attempt has 
been made to give emphasis to dynamic factors, and, where possible, 
to develop criteria from the dynamic approach as stated by Laune, 
Heiress, etc. This is particularly notewortlsQr vhen it is realised 
that previous studies in other areas have primarily used preinstitu-
tional data for release characteristics. Since the majority of the 
Ul 
group studied hare eoae to the Hospital at an earlier age, such data 
were either not arailahle or not applicable, fhas, more emphasis has 
l>een given to dynaaio factors than current studies in other areas. 
At the onset, certain release characteristics were discarded for 
purposes of verification since the data were not available at the 
Woodward State Hospital. 7hat patients placed in groups were sore 
successful on placement has been noted above, but the data to determine 
this were not available in earlier eases. Psychosetric patterns in 
terms of persons with higher perforsance than verbal l.Q. doing better 
on placvaent than those with higher verbal than performance I.Q* has 
also been noted above, but nowhere in the literature was any indication 
given of the significant difference between the two points, fhe same 
was true of an increase in I.Q. when the increase in I.Q,. was from 
the Stanford<>Binet to the Wechsler-Bellevue or visa versa.^ The 
various paper and pencil tests, and projective personality tests noted 
above had never been administered at the Woodward State Hospital, and 
thus were not available for use. 
I 
Studies have been made regarding this problem, but none were 
applicable to the present population* See Albert X. Babin and Wilson 
H. Guertin. Besearch with the Wechsler-Bellevue fest: 19^5^30. 
Psychological Bulletin. ^48j213-2lU. 1951| Bobert Z. Watson. The 
clinical method in psychology. Harper & Brother. Hew York. p. 15^ 
273* 1953.! A. L. Benton, A. Weider, and J. Blauvelt. Performance of 
adult patients on the Bellevue Intelligence Scale and the Revised 
Stanford-Binet. Psychiatric Qoarterly Supplement, 15:802-806. I9UI. 
four iteas were oaitted due to the eimllarity of the responses 
between those that suoceeded and those that failed on placement. 
All patients attended church regularly, and all expressed an interest 
in the type of work thejr would do on plac«aent. All patients had 
a degree of experience on the Job they would do on placement, but, 
had little or no skill on it or on related Jobs. Only a few patients 
had receiYed a psychiatric prognosis and those were faTorable. 
Ko sex deTiates were erer placed from the Hospital. 
aight be terraed the Burgess school of prediction has utilized 
social types as a predictive device. Actually, these were stereo­
types of criminals and were constructed from information in the 
institutional records. Data were not available to develop such 
typologies for defectives. 
After discarding the above release eharacteristics, it was neces­
sary to objectify those remaining. 7ifty-8ix such characteristics have 
been prepared for statistical testing, fhey are: 
1. Age at admission 
2. Type of admission 
a. Court coagaitted 
b. Voluntary 
c. Transfer 
. Bhimber of times admitted 
. Xf transfer, from where admitted 
a. Anne Wittenmyer Home at Davenport 
b. Toledo Juvenile Home 
c. Training School for Boys 
d. Training School for Q-irls 
e. Clarinda Mental Health Institute 
f. Independence Mental Health Institute 
g. Cherokee Mental Health Institute 
h. Mt. Pleasant Mental Health Institute 
^3 
1. Glmwood State School 
j. Private Inatitution* 
3* Vhmher of coamittsenta to other inetitutlone'i'* 
6. Heligion 
a. Oatholio 
1». Prote«t®at»»» 
7. Hatloaality and origis. of birth'''**^ 
a* Both parents Amerioazt bora 
b. Both parents foreign born 
e, father Aiaerioaa born, mother foreign born 
d. Mother iteerican born, father foreign born 
e. TJnknovn 
S. father*s occupation 
a. Laborer 
b. Farm tenant or farm laborer 
c. Institutionalized 
d. Skilled laborer 
e. Farm owner 
f. Managerial 
g. Deceased 
h. Belief, public assistance, etc. 
1. Pension 
J. Store owner 
k. Olerk 
1. Salesman 
a. Unknown and no info mation 
9. Type of home 
a. Superior home 
b. Average home 
0. Inferior home 
d. Broken home, inferior 
e. Broken home, average 
f. Broken home, superior 
g. Left home 
h. Institution# 
1. No information 
While persons from a private institution are not technically trans-> 
fers, they hsre been included in this cati^ory to determine the relative 
influence of institutional life. 
fhe institutions are the same as those found in Number four. 
Data were not available to determine denomination. 
]}ata were not available to determine nationality. 
^Persons placed in this sub-eategory were Institutionalized before 
the age of three. 
10. Brokmi or unbroken home 
a. Unbroken hoae 
b. Broken home 
1) by death 
2) by desertion 
3) by divorce 
4) by separation 
5) illegitimate child 
6} institationalixation 
7) suicide 
8} no information 
11. If broken hoae, with horn living 
a. Mother 
b. Institution 
0. Father 
d. Grandmother 
e. Aunt 
f. Uncle 
g. Grandfather 
h. Self 
1. Foster hoae 
j. Unknovrn 
12. Boonomic condition of hoaei* 
a. Comfortable 
b. Marginal 
c. Dependent 
d* Unknown 
13. CooDmnity 
a. Urban** 
b. Hursd 
14. HTjmber of Sibling 
15* Sibling rank 
a. First 
b. Last 
c. Middle 
d. Only 
e. Unknown 
16. Family history of criminal activities*•* 
17. Family history of mental disorders**** 
*See Appendix l for definitions of this category. 
**Inoorporated towns with a population of 500 or more. Persons 
residing in institutions were classified in this sub-category. 
fhis sub-category has been defined to mean any activity which lead 
to instituionalization in a local or county jail, prison, etc. 
Ctoly persons that have been institutionalised in a mental health 
institute have been included in this sub-category. 
U5 
18. Other types of Inatitutionaliaatioa for family 
19. Childhood neurotic traits 
a. Itouresis 
b. Hiflhtmares 
0. Sleepvalkiog 
d. 7«i^er tantruns 
e. Abnormal fears 
f. lail hiting 
g. Sxeessive illness 
h. Ho information 
20. Season for admission to Woodward, or other institution if 
here on transfer. (9?his category assumes that the factors given are 
in addition to the faot of mental defioienoy which was the first cause 
of admission.) 
a. delinquent* 
b. Behavior problem 
c. Badnrard in school 
d» Inadequate home 
e. Heed special training 
f. Criminal acte 
g. Psychotic 
h. Ho home 
1. Born in Institution 
j. No information 
21. Xatelllgence quotient 
22. Eead 
23. Write 
2k, Tell time 
25* li^ressions of the examiner during psychometric testing 
a. Cooperation and effort 
b. Affect 
0. Attention 
d. Motor control 
e. Auto criticism 
f. Sensory aocuity 
g. Speech defect 
h. Personal appearance 
26. Mucational attainment 
a. Grade level 
b. Where work done 
27. Smotional stability 
2S. Health record 
29. Sterilized 
30. Behavior problem 
31. Hunaway from Hospital 
a. Homber of times 
*A11 sex delinquents were hetrosezual in nature. 
U6 
3s. Qjoarrelsoffle with employees 
33* (iN^olsoae with patients 
3^. Interested in opposite sex 
35. Fights 
36. fruthfal 
37. Aaljitious 
3g. Obedient 
9. Careless 
Sregarious 
Hi. Poaishaent record 
Steals 
43. Cheerful 
Work reeord in Hospital 
^5* ^S'valuation of work in Hospital 
U6, Type of joh held 
^7* Becreational actiTities 
Heat 
I49. Tisits hcu&e 
50. Visitors flroB home 
51. Packages from home 
^2. Age left Hospital on rocational placement 
^3* Huaber of years in residence at the tiae of placement 
5H. Type of work selected for vocational placement 
55. City or town where patient will work 
56. Institutional behavior froa the time of admission to the 
time of placmtent 
Gathering the data 
Prior to admission, to the Woodward State Hospital and School, an 
application has been coa^leted ^ or each new adaittee. Irom the tiae 
of admission, a ward sheet has been kept on the patient's ward, and 
maintained by the attendant in charge. This represents a mxoning 
account of the patient's adjustment to the Hospital routine. After 
being kept on the ward for a period of one year, it then becomes a 
part of the permanent folder. At this time, also, the ward physician 
begins to make progress notes, which are maintained continxiously. 
Shortly after admission, a psychometric examination is given, and a 
^7 
face sheet for the patient's folder is made. Zf not prior to admis­
sion, shortly afterwards a social history la obtained from the county 
welfare department whi^ has the patient «s a resident. With these 
six itoas as a beginning, a permanent folder is maintained for each 
patient, and is retained if he should leare the Hospital. Additional 
psyehometrio ezaminatlons, social histories, correspondence, medical 
reports, etc., are kept in this folder. It was from the patient's 
folder that the data to complete thestandards for verifioation were 
collected. 
fhe applioatioa blank is concerned with the medical and social 
history of both the patient and his family prior to the time of ad­
mission.* The ward sheet is kept on the ward for one year and records 
such things as Tisitors, Tisits, packages, fights, tester tantrums, 
illness, etc.""* !Ehe progress notes carry reports of physical examina­
tions, physician's evaluation of the patient, work assignments, dates 
of leaves and Tisits, re0(»uaendati0ns for vocational placosent, eto.*** 
fhe psychometric examination reports the examiner's i^ressions, level 
and place of schooling, ability to read, write, and tell time, as well 
• ' ' 
See Appendix F for a copy of the application sheet with saa^le 
entries selected by the writer. 
*•1' 
See Appendix G for a copy of the ward notes with sample entries 
selected by the writer. 
See ^pendix H for a copy of the progress notes with sample 
entries selected by the writer. 
as the intellige&oe quotient.* face sheet la jHrepared as the first 
sheet of the peanaanent file and carries essential data in summary form,*"" 
Case histories are generally prepared by the welfare department of the 
eoiuity of residence, 
It is aii^arent to anyone fasilllar with institutional records that 
the eoB^letaiMSS and accuracy of the above forms and reports are rela-
tlTe. Application sheets and social histories stay be subject to a 
eoBmanity desire for institutionalization, lack of tioe to complete 
properly, etc. However, in this regard, Seckless has a particularly 
appropriate statement to consider,^ 
7he information In agency records which sociologists 
must use for computation of risk is Just about as good as 
the information whidi life lns\irance actuaries must use, 
that is, information from the application of the Insured, 
including even the medical examination and the inspection. 
Ko one would claim that the reporting of medical l^alr-
ments in parents and siblings on the application sheet is 
better thaui the reporting of information in social agency 
records. 
fhe above statenent is concerned primarily with accurateness of 
reporting. However, there is no question that some folders were more 
complete than others. The result has been that not all items could 
be coj^leted for each person, fhls has been more true of some it«BS 
<* 
See App«idlx Z for a copy of the psychometric examination form 
with si^le entries selected by the writer. 
See Appendix J for a copy of the face sheet with sample entries 
selected by the writer. 
See J^pendlx K for a social history selected by the writer. 
feckless, op. cit. p. 17^. 
ks 
than others. 
IFhe method used to gather the data has been to first read the 
indiTldual folder, and then complete the various items on the schedule.* 
In some items, e.g., age, sex, psyohometrioian*s impression, prior 
institutionalisation, etc., relatively little difficulty has heen 
encountered in collecting the data. In regard to such behaviorial 
factors as truthfulness, fighting, etc., more difficulty has been 
found. It has been necessary to read both progress sheets and vard 
notes aa well as miscellaneous reports which from time to time have 
been filled out on the patients.** Zn all, it is believed that the 
items were completed as accurately as the original data permitted, 
5. fhe statistical method 
CMce the data were gathered, they were tabulated by sex and 
success or failure on placement. There were not enough cases to further 
break the data by type of job and locality of placement as originally 
planned, fhe majority of the placement standards were then tested 
by means of the ohi square method. Tates* correction for small 
See ^ ^endix L for a copy of the schedule used to collect the 
data. 
See Appendix M for a copy of a form used to cheek social behavior 
with sample entries selected by the writer. 
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samples vas used where necessary. In soaie oases, analysis of rariance 
with eorreotlon for dlsproportlonall^ was used. Later, when the 
initial seleetloa of slgnlfioaat factors had been made, hlserlal r 
aad dlserlnlBant analysis were used for ftirther evaluating the data.* 
* 
7he writer wishes to acknowledge the assistance that Br. Jaiaes 
1. Wertt Frofessor of Toeatlonal Education, Xowa State College, ga-re 
in deteriBlning the types of statistical treata^t to use. 
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IV. BISULTS 
This seetloA has been divided into four parts. First, release 
characteristics that were fotmd to be not significant are presented; 
second, significant items that did not lend themselves to farther 
statistical evaluation for various reasons; third, slgnifleant 
release characteristics that differentiated between successful and 
unsuccessful plaewaents; and, fourth, through using these criteria, 
the development of a prediction table which can be used to predict 
the probability of success for future placements. 
A. Hon-Signlficant Release Characteristics 
fhls portion of the results has been divided Into three parts. 
First, those release characteristics for which sufficient data were 
not available to determine whether they differentiated between suc­
cessful and xinsuccessful placements. Second, release characteristics 
which had not been proposed before, but were tested by the writer 
since the data were available.* Third, release charaoteristios are 
presented which had been proposed by others in the field. 5Ril8 group 
fhls 8tat«nent Is indicative of the lack of knoerledge regarding 
release (»>iteria at the present time. In most case, the ration8j.e 
for gathering these data for statistical test was that they were 
available and atlght reveal some information. 
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h&B 'been farther divided separating those that agree, and those 
that differ with the findings of this study, thou^ in all cases, the 
standards did not differentiate between those who succeeded and those 
who failed on plaoeraent from the Woodward State Hospital. 
1. Helease characteristics for which Insiiffieient data existed for 
etatlstlcal test porposes 
Data were collected for eight release oharaoteristlcs, imt were 
too few in saaber or lacking in Information to test statlsticall;^. 
Data were not arailahle in the fold«rs to determine childhood neurotic 
traits. Hesponses were so few for four items that they were not used. 
fhese ItOBS were concerned with sterilization; marriage, twins; and, 
1 
race. In each case, there were less than five for either suc­
cessful or unsuccessful placements, fhas, there were fovir successful 
and three uasucoessful sterilized msdes; two successful and two un« 
sucoessfol females that had heen married; one unsuccessful fmale who 
had a twin; and, fire successful and four uasuccessful Hegroes. Zn 
three eases, there were only a few cases in a great many cells. Satis­
factory combinations of the cells were not found. The three V9X» 
father's occupation; type of work on placament; and, behavior while in 
the Hospital, fhe latter item was a single summary statonent of 
beharior hy the charge ward attendant for each year. 
Green, op. oit., p. U73» found no differences between races on 
placement in terms of success or falltxre. 
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2» Belease eharaoteristics which had not been proposed Tiefore 
Sixteen release characteristics fell into this category. It was 
found that no significant differences existed between males and fwaales 
to be successful on placement, since a chi square of 0.225 was obtained.* 
Ho differences were found between those who came froa urban and rural 
areas at the time of admission.*'*' Chi square was 0.003. However, it 
is interesting to note that almost twice as many urban persons (119) 
as rural(6o) were placed on Jobs from the Hospital.*** 
Some sociologists of the Burgess school of prediction had con*-
sidered family bao^iground, but this has not been done in regard to the 
mentally defeetive. Ho differences were found between families (father, 
mother, and siblings) of successful and unsuccessful placements in 
2 
terms of criminal InBtitutionallsatlon > 0.332), institutionaliza* 
tion in the Davenport and Toledo Children*s Home and the Woodward 
2 
and aienwood schools (j[ « l.l6g), and whether foreign or American 
2 
born (Jt • 0.3^). Approximately 2o per cent of the families have 
had one or more members in correctional instituions; and, almost 50 
per cent have had one or more members in Davenport, Toledo, Woodward, 
*^nless otherwise noted, these data were tested at the 5 pw cent 
level with one degree of freedom. Significance is reached at 
Urban areas are defined for this study as an incorporated area 
with a population of 500 or more. 
*4>i|i 
fwenty-six persons are not accounted for in these figures. Twenty-
four persons were cosmltted to an institution prior to the age of five, 
one person was a transient, and information was not available for one 
other. 
5U 
or GXenwood, 
The ability to read and write, and tell tlae did not differentiate 
between thOM tlmt succeeded and those that failed on placraent« Head­
ing and writing; were combined and through the use of Tates* correction 
a Chi square of 2.217 was obtained. Yates' correction was also used 
in telling tlae, and the value of chi square was 0.05S. 
Each patient Is ,^iven a psychometric ezaalnation during which 
time the psychologist records impressions of the patient's behavior 
and performance. They are rated as either good, fair, or poor on 
six Items» and these were collected and found not to differentiate 
between those that succeed and those that failed on placement. They 
2 2 
were: cooperation (Jt ® 0.^96); affect (Jt » 0.077)J attention 
w l.Sll): motor control • 0.69^); auto criticism « 1.570); 
2 
and, sensory aoculty (}t « 3*3^7)• At this time also It Is noted 
p 
whether the patient has a speech defect ()t « 0.670). In all seven of 
these itemst fair and poor were combined and tested with good. 
In a few instances, patients hare received some assistance and 
supervision from relatives, althou^ they are under the direction and 
supervision of the institutional social service department. However, 
no significant differences existed between successful and uAsuccessful 
P 2 (jL B 0.039)» successful and unsuccessful males « 0.287), or 
successftd or unsucoessfol females b o.OOl). A significant differ­
ence is fotind between sexes regardless of success or failure, and 
this will be discussed later. 
Interestingly enovtgh, no one in the field of mental deficiency 
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had hypothesised r^arding the area of placements. Since more than 50 
per cent of the total population had been placed on Jobs in Bes Moines, 
Iowa, a test was made to determine if those placed in Bes Moines were 
more likely to succeed than those placed elsewhere in the state. Chi 
square of indicates that those placed in Bes Moines do not 
succeed or fail in a significantly different manner than those placed 
elsewhere. Successful and unsuccessful plao«aent were then classified 
as being placed in areas with a population over 100,000 (Bes Moines), 
areas with a population of 2,500 to 99»999f ssxi. under 2,500 popula­
tion. With two degrees of freedom, chi square was 3'73^» indicating 
no significant difference between successful and unsuccessful placements.* 
3. Eelease characteristics which hare been proposed by others 
a. Both previous studies and findings of this study indicating 
that the factor does not differentiate between successfxil and unsttccess-
ful placMaents. Five factors were mentioned by writers in the field as 
not differentiating between those that failed and those that succeeded 
on placement, which was also found to be true when these standards 
were applied to the group here studied, 
Greene^ stated that religion, previous history of sex delinquency, 
and school achievement did not assist in differentiating successful 
from unsuecessful. fhis was found to be true in the present study. 
Significance is reached at the 5 poz* cent level with two degrees 
of freedom at 5«991. 
^areene, op. cit, p. U73. 
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Houghly 10 per cent of th® group here studied was Catholic and no aig-
nifioemt differences In religion were found between successful and 
p 
uaaucoessfol (j[ » 0.717) • 
All sex delinquents were of a hetrosexoal nature, and no differences 
were found for those admitted as sex delinquents as cot^ared to other 
2 
reasons for admission (jt » 2.159).* This point will be discussed 
more coapletely in the following section. This concept was also tested 
from the institutional view. Patients were classified as either actively 
interested or not interested in the opposite sex. iOiese data were 
available in the ward and progress notes. Between successful and 
unsuccessful males, chi square was 1.201, and between females, 
This indicates that interest in the opposite sex has no relation to 
later success or failure on placement. 
An analysis of variance with correction for disproportionality 
was used to determine whether a relationship existed between years of 
schooling and success or failure on placement. An I value of 1.U6 
was obtained which is not significant at the 5 per cent level. However, 
it was felt that a bias might have appeared due to the fact that many 
patients had attended a public school, an institutional school, or had 
a combination of schools. A division has been made between public 
school attendance only, and others, which included one or more institu­
tional schools, and in some oases, an institutional school and a public 
school. Roughly 50 P®** ^^he po^mlation had attended public 
* 
This table had two degrees of freedom. 
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school only, and chi square was 1,022, indicating that the type of 
school did not differentiate between successful and unsuccessful 
placement. A test was also aade to determine whether significant 
differences existed between those that had attended a single school, 
or had changed schools two or more times. Ho significant differences 
existed between successful and unsticcessful ifi » in this factor. 
1 2 
Both Greene and Thomas stated that no differences appeared in 
I. Q,. level as it related to institutional adjustment. An analysis 
of Tarianee with correction for disproportionality was used and yielded 
an F of 2.72, which is not significant. A relationship between I.Q. 
and success on placement could not be demonstrated. I.Q,. was mentioned 
by Ho instituions as a factor to consider, but none was specific as 
to any giren I.Q,. 
3 U Greene and Thomas also found that no differences existed between 
the successful and unsuccessful in age. Since both studies were con­
cerned with a specific fanctioning i^roup, this study used age of release 
from the Hospital to test the hypothesis. Using analysis of Tarianee 
with correction for disproportionality, an F of 0.06 was found which 
^Greene, op, cit, p. ^ 75. 
Thomas, op, cit, p. 33^>» 
^Greene, op. cit. p. u75. 
k ^ 
Thomas, op. cit. p. 33o« 
5S 
would indicate that no signifioaat diffwenoea in age at release exist 
between saeeessfol end unsuecessful plaeements. 
1). Belease charaeteristios which have been noted by studies or 
iastitutional responses as differentiating between sueeessfol and 
unsttecessfol plaosaenta. but which were found to be not significant 
in this study. Fifteen release characteristics have been proposed by 
studies and by responses froa institutions as differmtiating between 
successful and imsueoessful placeaents. In this study, howerer, these 
charaeteristics were not statistically significant, and thus did not 
differentiate between successful and unsuecessful placeaents. 
Johnson^ had stated that sterilized patients tended to be sore 
successful on placement than non-sterilized, light institutional 
re^nses mentioned sterilisation as a criterion of release. IHiere 
were not enough sterilized males to test differences, but for females 
a Chi square of 2.7^7 was found. !^8, no differences could be demon­
strated between sterilized and non-sterilized females in tendency to 
be successftil. 
2 
Whitcoab believed that those adjusting most poorly to the insti­
tution had a history of fregueat Job chaoges. However, frequent Job 
changes do not differentiate between those who succeed and those who 
fail on placeaaat in the group studied m l.lBl). An att^pt was 
Johnson, op. cit. p. 
Vhitoomb, op. cit. p. 260. 
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also made to determine whether type of Job held in the Hospital was 
related to tendenqjr to be suooessfal on placement. The initial data 
were widely dispersed so that it became necessary to combine all Jobs 
into either serriees or production. Thus, assisting on the ward, 
cleaning houses. Janitorial Jobs, etc., were classified as services, 
while dairy, farm, cannery, etc. were temed production. A significant 
difference between sexes on type of Job held was fotmd, and this will 
be discussed later. Hoverer, no differences were found between success-
fol and unsuccessful « 1.037) • between successful and unsuccessful 
males (J|t « 0.008), or successfol and unsuccessful females » 1»351) 
on services or production Jobs. 
Whitcoab^ also stated that the more gregarious made a less success­
ful adjustment to the institution. In terras of a yes or no answer, 
as it relates to the group here studied, a chi square of 0.28U revealed 
no significant difference between successful and unsuccessful place­
ments so far as gregariousness within the institution is concerned. 
2 Hartzler's study states that the more successful had lower I. Q. 
scores. As noted above, this statement is not applicable to this group, 
since no significant differences existed between successful and unsuc­
cessful placements in relation to I.Q. 
Hartzler^ stated that the older a person was at the time of 
i ~ 
Whitcoab, op. cit. p. 261. 
^artzler, op* cit. p. 615, 
^Ibid. p. 615. 
6o 
admission, the i^re likely he was to succeed on placement. Through 
the use of analysis of variance with correction for disproportionality, 
no significant differences existed between successful and unsuccessful 
placements fron the Woodward State Hospital in relation to age at 
admission, 7 » 2.35. Hartzler also found that the successful were 
older at the time of release. As noted above, this is contrary to 
the findings of this study. 
2 
Hartzler fotind that the unsuccessful had a history of delino 
quency prior to adalsslon. This was tested in conjunction with Greene* 
findings that the successful were less likely to be adiaitted for being 
behavior problems. A chi square of 2.159 vith two degrees of fireedom 
at the 5 cent level was found which indicates that the reason for 
admission to the Woodward State Hospital in addition to that of being 
mentally defective does not differentiate successful from unsuccessful 
placements. 
k 
Greene found that the successful were more likely to be admitted 
from another institution or a foster home rather than coming directly 
from home. This did not apply to the group here studied. Court 
Ibid. p. 615. 
^Ibid. p. 615-616. 
\reene, op. cit. p. *+75. 
'^Ibid. p. k75. 
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cosBitted eases^ Toluntary admlBsiona, and transfers were tested and 
between sueeessftil and unsucoessftil males, ehi square was U.666 with 
two degrees of freedom. Tor sueoetsfol and unsuooessflil females, ohi 
s<|aare was 0.I06. This would indioate that there is no significant 
differences hetwewa successful and unsuccessful placements in terms 
of type of admission. Along these lines, transfers were classified as 
either from children's institutions or from correctional and mental 
institutions, and a ohi square of 0,So£ was obtained which ftirther 
emphasizes the point that neither the successful or unsuccessfal place­
ment are more likely to be commonity problems prior to admission. One 
Institution had noted that it gore consideration to former institu^ 
tioaalization, and seven to past history, but it is not clear as to 
what weight or emphasis was given these points. 
Since many patients had been committed to one or more institutions 
other than Woodward, a classification was made of persons being coa^ 
mitted to one institution other than Woodward, and those that had been 
committed to two or more institutions, and no significant differences 
2 
were fo\md between successful and unsuccessful placements ()t > I.027). 
Greene^ found that the unsuccessful were more likely to have neuro­
pathic ancestory. The social histories did give cases where committments 
to mental institutions had been made for close relatives, and if these 
can be eq^ted with Greene's theory, no differences were found between 
successful and unsuecessjnil placements * 1>739) fz>om the Woodward 
State Ifospltal. 
^Greene, op, cit. p. ^ 75. 
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Qreene^ also found that the unsuccessful had more emotional 
dependency on home in terms of visits home, visitors from home, and 
more letter writing. Data were not available to determine the ntmher 
of letters each patient wrote so In its place, packages received from 
home were substituted. These three factors were combined eind through 
the use of analysis of variance, with correction for disproportionality, 
an F value of 2,kS was obtained which is not significant. Thaa, that 
family interest is related to placement outcome could not be demonstrated. 
2 
Greene also stated that the unsuccessful were more likely to have 
first and latter born sibling rank. Successful and unsucceasful 
patients were classified as beii^ first born, latter born, an only 
child, and middle rank. With three degrees of freedom, chi square 
was 1.151 indicating that Greene's hypothesis was not verified in this 
study. 
Greene^ said that those with less well developed recreational 
interests were not as likely to adjust to institutional life. Seven 
institutions stated that proper use of spare time was a characteristic 
to consider. Hecreation was defined as being a member of the band or 
chorus, since the records did not give additional Information regarding 
athletics, etc. Using only membership in band, chorus, or both, and 
comparing to those belonging to neither, chi square was 1.037* fhus, 
membership in these organizations did not assist in differentiating 
successful :^ora unsuccessful placements. 
Greene, op. cit. p. U75. 
2 
Ibid. p. 1^73-^74. 
^Ibid. p. 475. 
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Various characteristics in the institutional responses referred 
to personality traits. One surfi trait tested was cheerfulness, and 
a Chi squsure of 1.790 would show that this trait does not differen­
tiate between successful and xinsuccessful placements. 
fhe institutional responses mentioned neatness, cleanliness, 
and personal appearance as release characteristics to consider, Keitker 
2 
neatness and personal cleanliness {"f. » O.OSO) nor personal appearance 
2 (Jt " 3*^6) differentiated between successful and unsuccessful place­
ments.• i^iysical condition was also noted, but from the ward physician's 
report, a chi square of 0.108 was obtained by classifying patients 
as having either good or fair and poor health records, which would 
indicate that health record does not differentiate between successfdl 
and unsuccessful placements. 
Eautman^ stated that the influence of the home might have 
2 
great importance in later life. Ohlin also had found the home to be 
important in predicting parole outcome, fhe data were collected along 
the lines proposed by Ohlin, but after collecting it, due to the spread 
and small number of oases in some cells, various combinations were 
tested. Successful and vinsuccessful males were classified according 
2 
to whether they came from a broken or imbroken home (f. » 1.353): a&d, 
females by broken home, \mbroken home, or institution. If institution-
Personal appearance was taken from the impressions of the psychol­
ogist, and was classified in one of three ways which gives two degrees 
of freedom* 
^Rautman, op. cit. p. 157» 
2 
Ohlin, op, cit. p. 52. 
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alized prior to the age of five (% » 0.993)• iJi all Instances, type 
of home did not differentiate between successfal and unsuecessfol 
placements on the basis of the data obtained. The causes for broken 
hoaes were found: death, desertaion, divorce, and separation, illegl-
tiaate child, and Institutionalization of parent. No differences were 
found between successful and unsuccessful as to the eatoses for a 
2 
broken home ()t » I.305.) It does not assist In differentiating 
between successful and unsuccessful if they corae from a broken home 
and are living with their mother, father, relative, or an institution 
if ^  2.173). 
B. Significant Release Characteristics and 
Significant Differences Between Sexes 
Which Cannot Be Further Utilized 
Eleven release oharacteristics were found to be statistically 
significant in some manner, but could not be fxxrther utilized. They 
have been broken down into two groups and the reasons for not using 
them will be noted. 
1. Release eharaoterlstlcs where differences existed between the sexes. 
but not between aucoessful and imsuccessful placwtents 
Six standards were tested where statistically significant differ­
ences existed between sex, but did not differentiate between successful 
and unsuccessful placements. Thus, they did not lend themselves to 
any method of predicting placement outcome in the future, but they have 
been presented for the Insights they provide. 
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fhe xmotber of times patients had left the Hospital on Tooational 
plae«ment prior to a definite statement of suooess or failure was 
tested and did not differentiate between suocessful or unsuooessfal 
males (Jt^ « 0.666) or females » 0.291+). Howeyer, females we.-e 
placed out more times than males ()t «> 6.160). This was due to the 
fact that the plac^ent of males became more rapid after Kovemher, 
1951# whereas females had been placed as early as July, 19^. 
It has been noted above that family Interest does not differen­
tiate between successful and xinsuccessfol placements, but the families 
of females were significantly more interested than the families of 
males )? « ^.00). Eowerer, a greater number of males than females 
were assisted by relatives {"f. « 9«227) on jobs once they left the 
Hospital. Xt is not clear why this contradiction exists. 
females were more likely than males to be placed on Jobs in Bes 
Moines {% e this is due to the fact that the opportuni­
ties for placing domestics is greatest there, while men have worked 
on more varied Jobs, including farmhands, and thus would not be as 
likely to work In Bes Moines. 
In terms of work Inside the Hospital, fsaaales are more likely 
2 
to be on service jobs than males « Ul,5SU). Over 90 per cent of 
the females are on service jobs, while slightly more than 50 per cent 
of the males are on production jobs. 
Age at the time of placement did not assist in differentiating 
between successful and unsuccessftil placements, althou^ through the 
use of analysis of variance with correction for disproportionality. 
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the age of females at the time of release was significantly higher 
than males. 
2. Statistically si^lflcant release eharaoteristies which cannot 
Tse farther utilized 
four release characteristics were atatlsticd.ly significant but 
cannot be used to predict tendency for success on placement. 
Iconomic condition of the home is determined by the Hospital, 
Table 2. Economic condition of the home for successful 
and unsuccessfal placements (1) 
Bconoaic Condition Successfol Uneuccessftil Total 
Male Fenale )Ule Female 
Comfortable 1 1 2 2 6 
Marginal 12 13 12 2k 61 
Dependent 22 27 19 2k 112 
No information 0 2 1 2 5 
No home, or came from 
institution and home 
condition unknown U 9 2 6 21 
Total 39 72 36 58 205 
i 
in atccordance with a definition established by the National Committee 
for Mental hygiene.^ The original data were collected in five catflgories. 
The last two iteaSf^no informatioa*iand''no home or came from an institu-
tion'were omitted. Zteas one and two were combined, and compared to 
^Statistical Manual for the Use of Institutions for Mental 
Defectives. New York. National Committee for Mental Hygiene, p. 2o~ 
21. 191+6. 
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dependent homes and a ohi square of 9.76U was found which is signifi­
cant at the ^ per cent level. However« these data could not be used 
in the prediction scheme since there was not enough spread between 
comfortable, marginal, and dependent. Moreover, the data did not 
lend themaelves to the prediction te(^ique finally established. 
fable 3* Seonomic condition of the home for successful 
and unsuccessful placements (2) 
Iconomic Condition Successf'gl Unsacceasful fotal 
Comfortable and marginal 27 uo 67 
Dependent 69 ^3 112 
Total 96 83 179 
It has been noted above that whether the home was broken did not 
differentiate between successful and unsuccessful placements, ippar-
ently, this item has meaning and should be further tested with a 
larger group th^m herjs studied. The significance of this item may 
1 
bear out Bautman's contention that the person from a home of low 
standards has the best prognosis for future adjustment as compared 
to the child who comes from a home with higher stemdards. 
!%e ntimber of siblings in the family had not been proposed before, 
but it was felt that the size of the family might have some relation 
i 
Rautman, op. cit. p. 1^7* 
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to type of family, I.e., socioeconoraic level. Data were collected 
for this factor and then tested. A chl square of IU.032 is significant 
at the 3 poz" oont level.* However, a comparison of expected with 
actual data fails to reveal any trend as the ntuaber of siblings in­
crease. It may well be that this is one of the five chances in 100 
that occur through the use of any random sampling technique. 
Iteotional stability was mentioned by Hiatt^, and by 19 institu­
tions as an important factor in differentiating successful and unsuc­
cessful placements. In this study, a yes or no answer was obtained 
from the impressions of the psychologist, and reports of psychiatric 
examinations. However, no statem^t was made regarding the emotional 
steJbility of l6^ of the 205 persons, Throxjgh the use of Yates' correc­
tion, a chi square of lU.^3S obtained which indicated that the 
successful in significantly larger numbers tended to ne emotionally 
stable. Due to the limited number of subjects in contrast to the 
group as a whole, no further use of this technique has been made, 
although the results were highly significant for the nomber considered. 
The length of residence in the Hospital prior to placement was 
tested by the use of analysis of variance with correction for dis-
proportionality. It was found that the tendency to be successful on 
placement differs by sex, i.e., the longer a male is in residence the 
Significance is reached at the 5 per cent level with six degrees 
of freedom at 12.592. 
^Hiatt, op. cit. p. 209. 
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leas likely he is to succeed, while the lon.er a female is in residence 
the more likely she is to succeed (P b 5.17)* Further utilization of 
this finding would have meant the development of separate predietive 
devices for male and females. In view of this fact, it was decided to 
eliminate this release characteristic from further consideration. 
However, it is not clear as to why this sex difference in length of 
residence in the Hospital should exist. 
C. Significant Release Characteristics 
Twelve release characteristics were found to be significantly 
differentiated between successful and unsuccessful placements. For 
each characteristic, after an initial chi square indicated differenees 
greater than expected between successful and xmsucoessful placements, 
chi square values were taken for differences between successful and 
unsuccessful males, successful and unsiccessful females, and between 
sexes regardless of their adjustment on placement. In each case, 
data were taken from the progress and ward notes, and the miscellan­
eous form prepared by the psychology department. Unfortunately, the 
latter forms had been filled out on less than half the group. 
1 
Hartsler , and 21|. of the institutional responses stated that 
persons with good behavior were more likely to sacceed on placement 
than behavior problems. The euinoal notes found in the progress notes 
characterised certain patients as being behavior problems, and the 
Hartzler, op. cit. p. 617. 
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same is true of the ward notes which are maintaiued l}y the ward person­
nel. The last reports from both sources were used as the determining 
factor. Between successful and unsuccessful placements, chi square 
was between successful and Tuisuccessful males with Yates* 
correction 1.203; successftil and tmsuccessful females 8,%2i and 
fable 4. Institutional behavior problems among 
successful and unsuccessful placements 
Behavior Problwi Successful Unsuccessful Total 
Kale Fraale Male Female 
Yes lU 8 25 51 
Ho 35 58 20 33 151^ 
Total 39 72 36 58 205 
between sexes ^.988, Thus, significant differences did not exist 
between successful and unsuccessful males. Moreover, females were 
more likely to be behavior problems regardless of later success or 
failure. However, in general, the behavior problem person is less 
likely to succeed on placement, 
Greene^ said that escaping from the institution was a sign of 
emotional dependency on the home. IPhls study did not investigate that 
concept, but it was found that persons who escaped from the institu­
tion were less likely to succeed on placement. Each time a person 
1 
Greene, op. cit. p. 1^75* 
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escapes, a notation is made in the progress notes. Between auccessful 
and onsuceeseful placements a chi square of 7*^^3 obtained; between 
sueoessfol and unsuccessful males 0.913i successful and unsuecessftd 
females 3*7^^1 between sex 11.^0. Chi squares were not signifi­
cant between successful and unsuocessfol males and females. Howerer, 
males tended to escape more frequently than females regardless of 
later results on placement. 
Table Sscapees among successful and unsuccessful 
placements 
Es:caped Successful Unsuccessfal Total 
Male female Male Femade 
Tea 13 11 20 17 61 
Ho 26 6l 16 Hi im 
Total 39 72 36 5a 205 
Quarrelsomeness related to behavior in the institution was deter­
mined. Patieats were classified as to whether they were quarrelsome 
with employees, and a chi square of was found between successful 
and unsuccessflil; between successful and unsuccessful males, with 
Yates* correction, 1.7^8: successful and unsuccessfal females g.l^S; 
and, between sexes lU;ll6. Thus, quarrelsomeness does not differen­
tiate between successful and tinsuccessful males, and a significantly 
larger number of females tend to be qtiarrelsome as compared to males 
as a group. However, the successful placements as a group are less 
likely to quarrel than the unsuccessful. 
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Bata were also collected for patients vho were quarreleoae with 
other patients. In this ease, chi stpare for successful and unsue-
ceasfol placements was 19*^32; between successful and unsuccessful 
f 
raales successful and uasuooessful femedes 11.9^7; and between 
fahle 6. Patients that quarrel with employees affiong 
successful and unsuccessful placttcents 
C^oarrelsome with Successful Unsuooessfal Total 
Mployees Male Female Male Female 
Yes k 23 9 33 69 
No •J'? U9 27 25 136 
Total 3? 72 58 205 
Tahle 7* Patients that quarrel with other patients 
aaong successful and unsuccessful placements 
Qaarrelsooe with Suocessfal tlnsucoessfal Total 
Other Patients Male Female Hale Female 
Yes 8 2U 19 37 88 
Ko 31 Us 17 a 117 
Total 
cr 
72 58 205 
sexes 2.316. No significant differences existed between sexes when 
success is disregarded.* Thas, the quarrelsome are less likely to 
* 
fhese data r^arding quarrelsomeness were combined into three 
categories; quarrelsome with neither employees and patients; quarrel­
some with both raployees and patients; and« quarrelsome with one but 
not the other. In con^aring successful to tmsuccessful, chi ^ quare 
was 23.118, and chi squares were significant between males ell.09U), 
and foaales . This combination was not used, however, since 
it was not an independent varialile in itself, and beeaase the cate­
gories noted above also meastire the same thing. Finally, this combina­
tion did not lend itself to the scoring and predictive technique as 
did the two criteria regarding quarrelsomeness. 
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succeed on placeaeat, 
Seyeral vrlters had mentioned aggresslTeness as a distinguishing 
factor between successful and uns ocessful placements. If fighting 
can be considered an objectiflcatloa of this concept, their hypothesis 
appears to be valid when applied to this population. As usual, data 
were taken from the preTious yeaz^ ward and progress notes. A chl 
Table 8. Patients that fight with other patients among 
successful and unsuccessful placwents 
Fights Successful Unsuccessful Total 
Kale Female Male female 
Tee 9 17 19 25 70 
Ho 30 55 17 33 135 
Total 39 72 36 58 205 
square of 12.37^ vas found between successful and unsuccessful place-
fflentsj between successful and unsuccessful males successftil 
and unsuccessful females 5»50U; and between sexes 0,53^* signifi­
cant difference is not found between sexes, but is found elsewhere 
which indicates that the successful as a group are less likely to 
fight with other patients while in the Hospital than the unsaooessfal. 
!7ruthfulness was regarded by four institutions as differen­
tiating between successftul and unsuccessful placements. It was found 
that the successful are more likely to be truthful than the unsuccessful. 
7U 
Chi square for the coapariaoa between successftil and unsucoessfixl was 
32.672; for successful and uasuoceasfal males, with Yates* correction, 
11.6gO; successful and unsuccessful females 23.280; and between sexes 
10.313> Females in a significantly larger number tend to be less 
!!!able 9* Patients regarded as truthful among 
successful and unsuccessful placements 
!Pruthful Successful Unsuccessful Total 
Male Female Male female 
Tes 37 3h 22 19 73 
No 2 18 Ik 39 132 
Total 39 72 36 58 205 
truthful, but this criterion does assist in differentiating between 
successful and unsuccessful placements, since the sucoessfal are more 
likely to be characterized as truthful. 
Institutional responses had spoken of the proper attitude and 
Interests, ^ile it is not knaown what point was being made, data 
regarding a patient's ambition, or lack of, was collected which may 
have some relation to what the institutions had in mind. Chi square 
for successful and unsuccessful placements was between success­
ful and unsuccessful males 1.53^t successful and unsuccessful females 
7.612; and, between sexes 0.7^6. Thus, ambition did xiot differen­
tiate between successful and unsuccessful males, or between sexes, but 
as a group those who were not ambitious in the Hospital tended to 
be less successful on placement. 
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Obedianee relates to behavior, and it was found that those most 
likely to succeed on placement were obedient. The data were obtained 
from the usual sources. Chi square was lU.395 between successful and 
unsuccessful placements; 6.917 with Yates* correction for successful 
Table 10. Patients regarded as being ambitious among 
successful and u&suecessftil placem^ts 
Ambitious Sucoessfol gnsuccessful Total 
Male Feoale Male Female 
Tes 30 5^ 23 30 137 
Ho 9 18 13 28 68 
Total 39 72 36 58 205 
Table 11. Patients regarded as being obedient among 
successful and unsuccessful placements 
Obedient Successful Unsuccessfol Total 
Male Fflttale Male Female 
Tes 35 ^7 22 23 127 
Ho k 25 lU 35 78 
Total 39 72 36 58 205 
and unsuccessful males; g.Hs6 between successful and unsuccessful 
females; and, 11.59^ between sexes. Hot only do the successful tend 
to be more obedient within the institution, but fwsales as a group 
tend to be more disobedient than males. 
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Carelessness was defined as lack of attention to details in work, 
personal habits, and life on the ward. Generally, howeyer, specific 
negative remarks regarding this factor were found in the war and progress 
notes, This characteristic does significantly differentiate between 
Table 12. Patients regarded as being careless among 
successful and unsuccessful placements 
Careless Sucoessful Unsuccessftil fotal 
Male female Kale female 
tes S Ik 19 22 63 
Ho 30 58 17 33 13« 
Total 38* 72 36 55* 201 
* 
Ho data were available regarding this criterion for four patients. 
successful and unsuccessful placements, since it was fotmd that the 
unsuccessful were more likely to be careless than the successful, for 
the comparison between tlie successful and unsuccessful a chi square of 
lH.^2g was obtained; between successful and vinsuccessful males 7«8^3i 
successful and unsuccessful females 7>823s between sexes 1.^40. 
While no significant differences exist between sex, this criterion 
does differentiate between successful and unsuccessful placements. 
Information was gathered for all patients that had a record of 
punishment within five years prior to the time of placement. The 
successful had a significantly smaller number of persons with a 
punishment record than the unsuccessful. This conforms to Whitcomb's^ 
\hltcomb, op. cit. p. 26l. 
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findings. Between the sucoesaful and uns-acoeasftd group, chl sqaare 
was 9.OOJ; for sucoesaful and unsuccessful males 2.137; successful 
and tmsuccessful feaales J,2Hk; and a coaparison of sex 0.52^. Thos, 
the characteristic did not differentiate between sales and sex 
regardless of success. 
fable 13. Patients haring a ponishaent record in the 
past five years among successful and 
unsuoodtsfol placeaents 
Ponlshment Record Suceessfol Unsuccessful fotal 
Male ycBUtie Male geaale 
Yes 12 2k 17 33 86 
lo 27 Us 19 25 119 
Total 39 72 36 58 205 
^ble iM'. Patients having a history of stealing among 
successful and unsuccessful placements 
Steals Successful Unsuccessful Total 
Male Feaale Male Female 
Tes k 11 9 20 1}1| 
Ho 61 27 38 161 
Total 72 , 58 205 
Data regarding a history of stealing In the past five years were 
collected and it Is found that a significantly larger number of 
unsuccessful than successful will steal. Ohl square between successful 
and unsuccessful was 9.076; between successful and unsuccessful males 
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2.8^: sucoessful and unsuccessful fezBeiles 6«435i by sexes 1.197> 
While this criterion does not differentiate between successful and 
! 
unsuccessful stales^ it does differentiate between the suocessful and 
unsuocessful as a group. 
An eraluatioa of the quality of work the patient had done while 
in the Hospital was originally collected as good fair, or poor. It 
was necessary, however, to combine fair and poor for testing purposes. 
A significantly larger number of successful placements were regarded 
7able 13. iSraluation of quality of work done in the 
Hospital for successful and unsuccessful 
placements 
Evaluation of Work r Successful Unsuccessful Total 
Male feaale Male FeaadLe 
Gksod 30 59 26 3^ IU9 
Fair and poor 7 10 10 23 50 
fotal 37* 69* 36 57* 199 
* 
Ko data were available regarding this criterion for six patients. 
as good workers in the Hospital as conQ}ared to the unsuccessful. 
Chi square for sucoessful and unsuocessful was 9*9^3: for sucoessful 
and unsuccessful males 0.802; successful and unsuccessful feaales 
10.797: and, between sexes 0.207.* Thus, this criterion did not 
differentiate between males and sexes regardless of success. 
See Ai^endlx ^ for chi square values of all release character-
istics tested in this section. 
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B. The Prediction Table 
It has been seen that while all 12 release characteristics signi­
ficantly differentiated between successful and tmsuooessfol placements, 
seven of thera did not differentiate between successful and unsuccess­
ful males. These were: behavior probl^; escapes} quarrelsome with 
employees: ambition; punishment record; stealing; and, evaluation 
of work. In other words, no significant differences existed between 
placement outcome and these characteristics. In two oases, behavior 
problems and quarrelsome with ttnployees, significant differences may 
have been caased by a disproportionality of females behaving in this 
w£^^ since a significant difference appeared between sexes, regardless 
of success or fail-ore. Escapes did not significantly differentiate 
between either successful or unsuccessful males or females, although 
a significantly larger number of males escaped than foaales. Four 
characteristics, ambition, punishment record, stealing, and evalua­
tion of work, did not differentiate between successful and unsuccess­
ful males, or between sexes. It is not clear as to why this is so. 
To deternine whether the 12 criteria noted could be utilized 
regardless of sex, a gross behavior score was computed for each 
person. The gross behavior score was obtained by giving a plus two 
for all behavlorial characteristics which were favorable to success, 
a plus one for a fair designation or unknown, and a zero for charac­
teristics which were not favorable to success. For example, a person 
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who was regarded as a fair worker, who would steal, and who was ambi­
tious would receive a plus one, a zero, and a plus two respectively 
for those three characteristics. Completing all 12 iteas coiild give 
a gross behavior score ranging from zero to 2U, Through the use of 
fable 16. Weights for obtaining individual gross 
behavior score 
Sehavior Characteristics 
In the Hospital 
Weight for Characteristics 
Plus Two Plus Dae Zero 
Behavior Problem So Unknown Yes 
Sscaped Ho Unknown Yes 
Qjtxarrelsome with Employees No Unknown Yes 
Quarrelsome with Patients No Unknown Yes 
Fi^ts with Patients Ho Unknown Yes 
fruthful Yes Unknown Ho 
tobitious Tes Unknown Ho 
Obedient Yes Unknown Ho 
Careless No Unknown Yes 
Punishment Becord No Unknown Yes 
Steals Ho Unknown Yes 
Evaluation of Work Good Pair or Poor 
Unknown 
individual behavior scores, an analysis of variance with correction 
for disproportionolity was used to determine the relationship of 
successful to unsuccessful placements (P « 32.29), sex (P » 3»81), 
and interaction (F « O.OU). Since sex and interaction are not signi-
ficant, and the differences between successful and unsuccessful are 
highly significant, gross behavior scores obtained from the 12 criteria 
say be used to predict placement outcome without regard to sex. 
fhe gross behavior score for individuals was then tested by means 
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of blserlal r, A value of 0.4^57 found with an F of 31.31 vhich 
is significant at the 3 per cent level. Frora the results of this teohni~ 
que, it aa;^ be stated that the tendency to be successful is related to 
the gross behavior score. The higher the behavior score, the greater 
fable 17. Behavior scores converted to sigoa scores 
and chances in ICX) of succeeding on placement 
gross Behavior Score Sigma Score Chances in 100 of & 
Successful Plac«aent 
O.l^lgU 66 
23 0.3781 65 
22 0.3378 63 
21 0.2975 62 
90 0.2572 60 
IS o.a§9 59 
Ig 0.1766 57 
0.136U 55 
16 0.0961 54 
15 0.0558 52 
Ik 0.0155 51 
13 «0.02li« ^9 
12 -0.0651 ^+7 
11 -0.105'+ 1+6 
10 -0.1^^57 m 
9 -0.I860 ^+3 
S -0.2263 1+1 
7 -0.2665 39 
0 -o.3o6g 38 
5 -0.31+71 36 
k 
-0.397^ 35 
3 -0.U277 31+ 
2 -0.1+6S0 32 
1 -0.5083 31 
0 -0.5^6 29 
the tendency is to be successful on placement. Biserial r, hovever, 
does not give the probability for any given individual succeeding or 
failing on placement. 
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!Ehe diacrioinant equation is uaed for the purpose of predicting 
probability of a given indiridual's chances of success of placement. 
The foriattla V « 0.0H029X - 0,5^581 where X equals the Individual's 
gross behavior score, gives the slgna score for an individual's 
tendency to be successful on placement. These slgma scores were 
then converted by use of the normal curve into chances in 100 of 
succeeding on placement. means, of course, that it is no longer 
necessary to use the formula. For sKasiple, a gross behavior score of 
nine with the formala (0.0U029)(9) ~ <0.5^ 58) « -0.18597 or -O.i860. 
However, by use of Table 17 It is seen that a gross behavior score 
of nine gives a Sigma score of -0.1860, or 43 chances in 100 of succeed­
ing on placaaent. Thus, it is not necessary to utilize the formla 
to predict tendency for success on placement. 
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V. DISCUSSION 
fhe prediction scheme advanced in this study is somewhat crude 
when compared to those in the field of parole, fhe highest prediction 
score in Ohlin's study gives 97 chances of success in 100 of succeed­
ing a parole compared to 66 chances in 100 for this study. However, 
the first attempt to predict parole outcome was in 1923» and each 
succeeding investigator has had an opportunity to profit by the 
mistakes of those before him. 
So far as this study is concerned, one of the most significant 
facts was the great importance that dynamic characteristics played 
as compared to static characteristics, fhe twelve release (^laracter-
istics used for prediction were all of a dynamic nature. This point 
raises three questions. First, were dynamic characteristics important 
in this study due to the nature of the population under investigation? 
Second, would dynamic factors be equally important in predicting out­
come for "normals" as well as defectives? Third, were the importance 
of the dynamic characteristics due to the availability of the data 
which might not have been present with other populations? These 
questions need further Investigation. It is purely speculative, 
but it is believed that static characteristics played little or no 
part in predicting placement outcome simply because of the type of 
J, 
Ohlia, op. cit. p. 5S. 
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group studied, i.e., one of the indices of mental defieien(^ Bay be & 
laek of relationship with life prior to institutioaalisation. 
¥he fact that the release oharaeteristicss differentiated between 
f^ales raore sharply thaa males is not explainable. A separate study 
is needed to esEamiae this problem in detail. 
In regard to future researeh, the most apparent need is for the 
predietioa table developed in this study to be tested elsewhere* Another 
i^ortant point is that those criteria found to be significant but not 
further used should be examined elsewhere. This is particularly true 
of family size and economics of the home. Moreover, all itoss not 
tested in this study due to lack of data should be evaluated. 
One serious limitation of the stu4y was the inability to develop 
satisfactory social types of mental defectives. This will be difficult 
until such time as more knowledge is available regarding the defective. 
In the psychological area, three types of needed research presented 
themselves. Xa each instance, if such data had been obtainable it would 
have aided the study* first, no measurement was available to determine 
significant differences between verbal and performance X.Q. Second, no 
measurffioent was available to dstermine significant increases or decreases 
in I.Q. when one goes from the Stanford-Binet to the Wechsler-Bellevae and 
vice vsrsa. Third, an item analysis of the Wechsler-Bellevue would be 
of interest to determine whether certain items within the test could 
predict plae«sent outcome. 
finally, the primary need for research relates to the role of the 
defective* uer se. Little or nothing is known regarding the sociology 
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of this type of person at the present time. It is not even clear that 
method# of studying the general pop\ilatlon are applicable to this group. 
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VI. SUMKm 
for a imaber of years, inetltutlons for mental defectires in the 
United States have been placing patients on Jobs selected by the 
institutional staff. Various individual characteristics have been 
used to select patients for vocational placement. Prior to this 
study, however, these characteristics had never been validated. The 
purpose of this study has been, first, to determine if these release 
characteristics differentiate between successful and unsuccessful 
placements froa the Woodward State Hospital and School, Woodward, 
Iowa. Second, to use significant release {^aracteristics to predict 
probablli^ of success for future placements. 
Xhe release characteristics tested have been gathered by a review 
of the literatxire, and contacting by letter each institution for nental 
defectives in the United States to det^iine the release diaracteris-
tios they have been using. These characteristics have been objectified 
and 56 were available for statistical test purposes. 
The data regarding each person in the group studied has been 
obtained from the personal folder maintained for each patient, from 
the time he enters the institution until he is discharged. Various 
sections maintained by ward attendants, medical doctors, psychologists, 
and others have been utilized. 
The group studied had a total of 205 persons. Thirty-nine males 
and 7^ fmales have been designated as successful placeramts, while 
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36 males and ^8 females hare been classified as uasuooessAil. fhe 
criterion of su00«8s was a coioplete discharge from the institution, while 
the criterion of failure was return to the institution from plae^ent 
through a fault of the patieat. Where patients had been returned through 
no fault of their own» e*g>t sickness, inconsiderate employee, or for 
other reasons, they have been eliminated frost the group to be studied. 
The 36 release characteristics have been tested l^ough the use of 
Chi square or analysis of variance, with correctiea for diaproportional-
ity, depending on the nature of the data. 
Twelve of the 5^ release characteristics significaatly differentiated 
between successful and unsuccessful placements, lach characteristic 
related to behavior in the institution. In general, those patients who 
have adjusted to the institutional routine tend to succeed on plac«B«nt. 
The 12 significant release characteristics were whether or not a 
behavior probl«D; escapee; gaarrelsoiae with employees; quarrelsome 
with other patiffiits; fights with other patients; truthful; ambitious; 
obedient; careless; punishment record; steals; and, evaluation of work. 
A gross behavior score has been obtained by giving each person in 
the group studied a plus two for each favorable release characteristic, 
a plus one for a "fair" or unlmown characteristic, and a zero for each 
characteristic unfavorable to successful placement, fhe range for 
behavior scores cotild be from 0 to 2U. The gross behavior scores have 
been combined and tested by use of analysis of variance, with correction 
for disproportionality, and they significantly differentiated between 
successful and unsuccessful placements, fhe behavior scores were then 
g6o 
tested by laeaas of biserial r. Zt has been fotuad that the tendency 
to be suocessfol is related to groes beharior score, since the higher 
the behavior score» the greater the tendency to be successful on 
placement. Blserial r, howeyer, does not ,9:ive tendency to be suocess­
fol for indlTiduals. 
The discriainaat equation has been used to predict probability 
of a given individual's chances of success on placsaent* ^e formula 
? » 0.0^29x - 0,5^58, where X equals the Individual's gross behavior 
score, has been used to obtain slgna scores indicating tendency to be 
successful on placement. The slgDa scores have been converted by use 
of the normal curve into chances in 100 of suooeeding on placement, 
fherefore, the probability of success on vocational placement for 
patients leaving the Woodward State Hospital and School, Woodward, 
Iowa, can be predicted through the use of individual gross behavior 
scores. 
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nz. COHCLUSZOSS 
Qa. the basis of the results of this study, it is possible to 
predict the probabilities of success for a patient from the Wood­
ward State Hospital going on vocational placement. It was originally 
stated that the release characteristics found in the literature and 
used by institutions for mental defectives in the United States 
were not applicable to the Woodward State Hospital, and would not 
differentiate between successful and unsuccessftil placements. This 
hypothesis is partially rejected, since it was found that those 
release characteristics relating to behavior in the institution did 
differentiate between those that succeed and those that failed on 
placement. 
fhe hypothesis that these release characteristics cannot be used 
to predict placement outcome is rejected, since it is possible to 
predict probability for success on placoment. 
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CIBCUUB LSI72SI 
(Bevlsed) 
TO: ill Personnel Megr % 19^2 
SUBJECT: Boles and Procedure for all 7I10M: Acting Scgoerintendent 
Patients on Vocation Placement 
Xn the li^t of recent experience^ it is felt that the rules and procedures concerning 
patients leaving the So^ital on Vocation^ Placement should "be modified* These 
modifications are set forth for the infoination all concerned* 
I. Salary for domestic help, female, will he $8I«00 plus maintenance per week for the 
first six months and $10*00 per vreek plus maintenance for the second six monthso 
iifter one year, the salary will he $12.00 per week plus maintenance* After di8~ 
charge, the salary must "be arranged "between the patient and eniployer* Patients 
returning to the Hospital through no fault of their own, will receive the former 
rate of salary v;hen they are returned to Vocational Placement, 
H. If the patient is placed in a Nursing HomO|| the salary will he $^0»00 per month, 
plus maintenance* Increases will he considered on adjustment and type of services 
rend^edo Salaries for male patients will he worked out on an individual basis 
depending on type of position and services eapected, hut the minimum salary shall 
he not less than $Uo«00 per month plus maintenance, 
in,. Bank accounts will he established Jointly vdth the en5)loyer shortly after the 
placement has heen effected. This practice encourages thrift and an understanding 
on the part of the pati^t of the value of a dollar* Dwnestics usually deposit 
$5#00 to $7*00 wedsiy. Nursing Home en5)loyoo8 should deposit all hut $15o00 per 
month. This amount will he us^ for the purchasing of miscellaneous articles} 
not including clothing. The amount deposited for males will he coii3)uted on the 
same basis as females* 
W. Both male and female patients will follow regular duty hour routine*. Jit^jloyers 
vdll arrange for them to attend church of their own faith weekly* Domestics will 
on Sundays he expected to help out with morning work, but in addition to church, 
may attend a movie in the afternoon. One other afternoon during tho week will be 
free for tho patient* Patients (male or female) will be in the homo at 6i00 P.M. 
for the first three months* At the end of this period the time can he extex^ed 
to 8:00 P*M* Patients will be pormltted| however, to attend church or ccmioinity 
organization moetings* This of course, iiill bo at the discretion of the employer. 
After six months, hours in relation to dating ^dll bo worked out by tho enployer 
and the Social Service Department* Sinco Bb^ital and Nursing Homo situations 
may vary in the hours oh and off duty, tho matter of time off will be arranged 
for the convenience and satisfaction of all concerned* 
V, Male and female patients aro restricted from dating for six months* After this 
time, dating under the supervision and discretion of tho employer and the Social 
Service Dopartment will be permitted* 
VU No visits aro allowed to the homo of relatives until the patient has been on con« 
^pavo for throo months; omorgonclos espected, then only vA.en homes hc'vo 
•|<?pn^|^ipvod by the Social Service Dcfpartmont* Patients ^-dll not be allowed to 
t^vel ^ ^p^s aocoiqpanlod by a rosponsiblo person of the same aex* 
(con't) 
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Tlx. The writing of letters and recoiving telophono calls hjr frcinds of tho opposite 
SOX are forbidden for tho first six nonths. Letters may "bo written to relatives 
at all times* 
VltL When the eniployor plans to leave tho homo overnight, tho Social Soirrico Bepart-
mont should "be contacted in advanco so that suitable arrangements may bo made 
for tho supervision of the patient, 
IX. Patients are now eligible for Social Socurity benefits nnd at tho timo of 
eiLployment, the Social Service Department will forvjard tho necessary papers# 
Xb Tho OEployer vdll furnish uniforms or special clothing if required, 
ZI« Patients aro requested to attend WY" r,nd church activities since this helps a 
great deal in making a ^ od community adjustment. Tho attendanco of those func­
tions vjill not be conpulsory, 
HI# Jbployors in the Des Moines area aro urged to join the Dos Mbines-Wbodwird Clubf 
a grovg) of enroloyers v,'ho moat monthly to discuss problems of adjustment. 
XDtl. Social Sorvico vrill instruct each pationt» male and femalo» before leaving the 
Hospital on tho rules and procedures as outlined above and in addition each 
employer will be given a copy of this Circular Letter #43 for their information 
and guidance. 
^rnco M, Sawyer, M, D, 
Acting S(g)erintendont 
AJS:eh 
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AppeaSix B. Predlotive ZtcHns Used by 
OhllaX 
1. of offense 
2. Sentence 
3. fype of offender 
U. Home status 
5. family Interest 
6. Social type 
7. Work record 
8. Coamonlty 
9. Parole job 
10. S^ber of associates 
11. Personality 
13, Psychiatric prognosis 
1 
Lloyd E. Ohlln, op. clt. p. 5^. 
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noonrifiD siAicB hospital mi school 
Orade M. Sawyer, H*S« Acting S\q^erlziteiident 
Voodvard, Iowa 
Visiting Dayei luesdajrE, Ihursdajrs 
StoidayB & Holidays 
H.E. Brooks 
State of Iowa Bnsitness Administrator 
Board of Control 
of State Institutions 
H6bert C. Lappen, Chairman 
Robert 1. Jones - Henry W. Burma 
The Superintendent 
Dear Sin 
Woodward State Hospital and School is attempting to 
determine various criteria for selecting mental defectives 
that may be placed back into the comnunity In a job sittia-
tlon. In order to do this most effectively, we are writing 
to each Institution la the United States that has mental 
defectives to determine the criteria that they are using, 
if such a program is being used. If you could r4)fer me to 
any published sources which explain your criteria or critorion 
for selection, or If you could describe the procedures you 
use 1ft selecting aiid placing patients back In the community, 
and the history of your program, it would be greatly appre­
ciated. 
We hope to coii5>lle the information which we receive and 
have it available to others besides oTirself so that they 
may benefit from such knowledge. 
Very sincerely yours. 
G-race M» Sawyer, M.D. 
Acting Superintendent 
AJStM 
Address All communications to the Superintendent. If 
concerning a patient or student give name in full. 
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Appmdix B. Follow-up Letter Sent to Inetltutiona 
Hot Responding to the Original Ee^aest* 
Sear Sir, 
7he enclosed letter was sailed to you & few weeks ago. Possibly 
it did not arrive, or your reply was lost in transit. For that 
reason we are sending the letter to you again in the hopes that 
we will receive your reply, 
Q. M. S, 
* 
fhis note was attached to a copy of the letter seen in 
Appendix C. 
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^peadix B. ISconomio Condition of the Home* 
"1, Dep^d«nt. Lacking la th® necassities of life or reeelTiag 
aid from public fuads or peraons outside the iismediate 
family. 
"2. Marginal, Living oa earnings but accostulating little or 
aothiag; belxig on the oargia l>etveea self-support and 
depeadeaey. 
"3* OoBfortable. Haviag accumulated resources aufflcleat to 
maiatain self and family for at least four inoaths." 
« 
Statistical Manual for the Use of Znetitutione for Mental 
Defectives, national Ooaialttee for Mental Bygieno. I9U6. p. 2o. 
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Jlgopeadlx F. Sai^le of Application I'ora for Admission 
to the Woodvard State Hospital and School 
lONa 
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO THE 
Moobmard atti) 
WOODWARD, IOWA 
(To be used for Epileptic or Feebleminded Applicants) 
(Parents, guardians, or relatives will answer the following in writing, in the appropriate spaces, stating 
fully all facts regairding the applicant with which tihey are familiar or which they are albJe to obtain from any source. 
Please use Wack ink. Retnim application to Superintendent, Woodtward, Iowa.) 
Do not bring applicant to the institution until noiified to do so by the Superintendent 
QUESTIONS 
1. FuH name _r_'Sex Color-
2. Residence Itas^id^-fawa- -
3. Date ()f birth ___5i»3k$«25t.— Religion 
4. Postoffice address JtflNt JIffdyitii-J&nnL 
5. In whait county, town or state was the applicant bom?. Mnrix lUpflHtj fBUl 
6. What county does applicant now live in? .XiflflL. 
7. How Jong a resident of the coumity? 
• 8. Wei^t - -jyiQjL _li -IL Heigat — 
9. Are both parents living? .Xm -
10. Name of Father Mothers maiden natne flfCtnUbftJlM. 
11. Birthplace of Father — — Mother — - jgaifc—' —— 
12. Wheie does eiadh patrent reside? I^^ather JMnt JUI{dUUlr-JStMih-- Motiier .6*6S*t-3h@iS4Se--I*1llllk-
13. Occupation of Faithar SidtMIWI - Mother — 
14. Occupation of applicant .JbOUt 
15. Name of family physician Sfj,JL*._A<l- : 
16. When and in what manner was epilepsy or feebleminfediiess first manifested? T*hfl TVi "flilftrt 
-
17. Does applicant appear to be imiproving now? __Jl0t 
18. Bas applicant ever had convulsions? X§. 
19. At what aige were they first observed? .||q 
20. Is applicant now epileptic? Pf. : — 
21. Does applicant have spasms of any kind? i ; Hew often? _4fi|—: 
22. Has applioaint inow or ever had Chorea or St. Vitus Dance? —4B-
23. Is applicant now pamlyzed or ihas he ever been paralyzed? —4^ 
24. b applicant insane or ever berai exaimdined by commissioners of insanity? _4I|| 
25. Has applicant ever ibeen committed to 'hospital for insane? — 
26. ]f so, v/hen and where? Sill 
(Med. 222) 
I 
64. Is the memory good? ZftS I. : 
65. Has tlie applicaiot eveo- been in public sdhool? If so, how Jong? BltVAS^L. JI||P3>J||a4L JLttL. 
66. Can applicant add? —i. Subtract? fliWito 
67. Read? IaI Write? 
68. Recognize o6lor? Sing? 
69. Do an errand? 
70. \\^t kind of work can applicant do? — 
71. Is appjicant fond of childirien!? lllf-tfltMriWi ^ 
72. Is applicant fond of play? — 
73. Does be or sibe hide, break or destroy things? ||§ 
74. How does applicant amuse himself? ——"Wemn all (lp»rtl»-
75. Is applicant given to self abuse? Wt —— 
76. Has it ever been in any institution? What institution? KiM-
77. What cause bas been ascribed for epilepsy or deficieiicy? —j 
78. Wihat do you expect from a course of treatment or training? — 
_ 
79. Wbio is legally responsible for the applicants expenses? ! 
SO. To wthom should coxrespondence be addressed? TfTi iTohH iTi DOft flTi ^ fififlT "3^^^ Htit flfflfllT Tfllplfll. 
81. Are parents weill to do? Jfe Comfortoble? —_i Poor? -.-iftnL 
82. Postoffice address of parent or guardian? _ -j&Mwi — 
83. Residence telephone or nearest telephone? —SftAMT.BAlAASv—ZmhI 
84. Nearest telegraph office? OldMP-BigpldBe-ISWfc — 
85. In the event of death, do you wish the 'body buried in institutiou cemeteiy? Wf jf - ^1 
86. Was tihejl^l^imii the applicant, ever in itbe United States Army or Navy? BUji»llael3M-J8e*|UU. j®/ 
87. Have we your permission to vaccinate or immunize applicant at any time we thdnlk it desiraible to do so? l^U 
88. Do we lhave your consent and permission to perform any surgical operation tliat tlie hosipital staff sees necessary? 
This application must be signed by both parents, or guardian, and by the County Attorney, and approved by tihe 
Board of Gounity Supervisors. It is agreed by the parties hereto that the parent or guardian vwU give tiie hospdtai at 
least three days notice in writing before the release of patient fnom the hos^pitd. 
Sign Here| --
Application approved by the patient acknowledged as a resident of — County, and 
approved by tihe Boaird of County Supervisors. 
Signed 
Chairman of Board 
Attesrt 
County Auditor 
Do not bring applicant to the institution until notified to do so (by the Superiatendient. 
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Jkppmiix H. Sonple of Frogrdsa Notes 
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Woodward State Hospital and School 
Woodward, Iowa 
Bftbvri 3, 
momms waam NOTES 
Patient admitted thle date. 
10-27«)^9 Xet Ifo&th Sate • Fatteat aev reeldMit ea Blrehee. Be is ia 
good health aad is adjostiag te the Bee:^tai reutiae. 
JTee Dee, N.B. 
patieat assigaed to the faxn fiur work. 
X1»7J|9 Pati«at alsslas oa this date. 
lX-8*^ Betovaed troa aissiag this date. 
IXS'o-kS Shis patlnt has beea plaMd oa restyiotioa for oae ve^. 
Be viXl attend no she«S|^ eatertaiaaeat, aad vilX l»e ia bed 
at 7 Ipo* 
Sertioe Cliaie « Shis patieat ms seen on this date. Be hM 
reesatly roa amigr. Be states that he had a Job offer aad 
eottld not pass it up. Be aev tM* the error of his vairs. 
Be should be ooasidcred fer sterilisatioa. 
fhls pati«at sterilised on this date. 
9-17-50 1st Tear Bote—T^ds patieat is la exeelleat health. Gets 
aloag veil vith patlMts aad oqpl^ees. Bas a pleasaat 
dlsposltiea aad eaa be trusted. V» verks ea the fara aad 
does a good Job. Bia i^peath aad habita are good. Za Tiev 
of hla ad^laaeat, he ahould be eoaaidAred for meatioaal 
plaoaateat. 
3«19>'50 Slapoaitioa Board-^he par«kta of thla patient hare regueated 
hla r^eaae. Boverer, ia viev of the hoae eoadltloaa, the 
visit mat be dmied. Che pareata ahould be lafonied that 
the patieat ia belag eoaaid«red for irattatioaal plaoeaMat. 
H-7-50 Patl«&t vent oa one day eMrg«di^ Tiait vith pareata. 
Med. 92 
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%)peBdlx I. Saapl« of Pagrohol^ioal ISxaralaatlon 
laport Form 
WOODWARD STATE flSsPlTAL AND SCHOOL 
NAME: 
Woodward, Iowa 
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION REPORT 
REFERRED BY: 
Birth cA. .mim.. 
Date Tested : I 
REASON FOR REFERRAL: 
Case No. -IflR.. 
Test Used: Donmitogy — 
1 Mill!* W^nitted ---
2 Eduoation 
iisii K$ 
3 — %im} 
BEHAVIOR DURING EXAMINATION: 
bIM mM* . 
Appeai^ nc  ^ Affect 
Cooperaition and Effort _ fliaj— - - Attention AlftA — 
Motor Gantroi ftHHHi tjijft hWifHtli Aulr> Criticism 
Speach and Language CompseiheiisiOQ 
Sensory Acuity 411-
TEST PERFORMANCE: 1^ «• M* tf ^ iMUl 'Mi* MT 
MUm hm %•»% #•§% ifcPMi ilMMit 5 91m KMU. ll». 
•t iMi'wmMn 9m 
Wmm SS «M «*•#' «l 't&lc- t|a» iiwvt iwiiiwiii to tn* m 
. ai« ilMHi i«ni 
mi, WItii %• ••• mmm mA lilMNM to ttiM 
%Um» mm it •iqpMMti •# liii pmm iMir «gi« 
llweSs iilsi iww liWlwmmrt to W fWlA'•»••• llw mm, to 4iiiii 
to ^ Siwilliia iAto«it«M* 9m to 
pt«» mk tmf iki* dr li^fiHiitoii to •MI& iMii' Migat* M aftUitr to ii 
•iHitoikti to tiULl mwr itoar« M tolt tto» Mm to towtttKtBi ai 
tot lil^ .aivMi'tiivil to vtto • •toWKi iftf«»aMi» tor iifftiwiwto 
to* «« tiiriL to»'|iA 'gNito: to«^ MM ^iitaijri to jtoMl 
ttoMC ma km ani in»«ii#i»9aiwiit«to iir Ci«A , 
m'MM iSm to 'tottor laaMt ii» Hm laty 
ema iimairTt ilii 
MA CLASSIFICATION 
EXAMINER - ----.APPROVED JBAIILjI*. 
ImA Fiytoitoisitt (Med. 300) • 
iia 
Appeadlx J. SaiapXe Form of Taee Sheet 
X.iaa FACE^'llffiET 
County of Commitment W00I3WASD SfAtl IDSPIftii ABD SOBOQL Voluntary Guest 
(Name of Institution) 
Warrant of Admission 
Supported by \ cc 
Name Case No. 
Clinical Classific^on SeVfiiatOly D»f«OUT» Date of Bktii 9-19-^ 
A.. Yrs. Mos. ^ C. A. Yrs. ^ Mos. 1. Q. ®i 
W«B {!) Mental Tests Used 
Family History. Mental Nervous Mental Deficiency Convulsive Addiction 
Nativity of Father Mother Io*» Yr. arrived in U. S. 
cSzelip^fJEa^^^ Mother Yr. arrived ^U. S. 
Religion SalWwL® Actual Residence County *»*®® P. O. R®5>14». 
Economic condition: D^endent Ma^giiaai Conrfortable 
Name of Father Sr, Maiden name of Mother 86# 
Family physician B**- J* A. Sp»no«P Address Baplds, Xmm 
J»lm AMvh dm Sr.^'^ . 3m s*ra«t. X<>» 
2. . 
3. 
Personal History: C. A. on admission, Yrs. ^ Marital condition Sia|^» 
No. of children: Living ® Dead " No. of children: Le^timate Illegitimate ® 
Nativity I®** Citizenship 
Race Religion Ofctlioilo Occupation 
Education: None Grada Seheal ®Yrs. Grade completed ® Special class ^^^Yrs. ^ i 
Environment: Rural Wrban Actual Residence, County P. O. « H#P •# 
Time of last residence in state ^ 
Probable cauSe of mental deficiency 
Alcoholic habits: Abstainer Tampiirnte Intemperate 
Prevjjm^admissions: Institution Case No. Date Adm. Date Released 
2. 
8. 
Diagnosis and condition at last discharge: 
Present Illness: Duration of present attack before this admission, Yrs. Mos. Days 
/ktf Somatic diseases and defects at time of admission 7/Hft/Rft 
'7^7/^^ate and Type: lot Admiogion Readmission Date of Diagnqsis: '' 
Admitted from: Esplds, XoWft Accompanied by: J®®®® ShsrlX^ 
Date of birth • Place ««»» Wl". "| 
Height*?" Weight Complexion Eyes Hair"**®'®*® 
Veteran!»?! « Color *"** IdenHfytog Features: 
Duration of each hospital residence including last admission (Excl. visits, etc.) 
Duration of Residence: Mental Status on Separation Total Duration of Residence: 
Yrs. Mos. Days M. A. C. A. I. Q. Yrs. Mos. Days 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Date of leaving hospital on convalescent leave, missing, visit (prior to discharge) 
Mental status previous to last illness: 
Separation: Discharge Transfer Death Hospital Extramural Care Date C. A. 
Condition on Discharge: (If 15 yrs. of age or older) Capable of self support 
Capable of partial self support Incapable of self support 
Discharged to the custody of: 
Address Relationship: 
Autopsy: Yes No Coroner's case: Yes No 
Cause of Death: Primary 
Contributary 
Underline correct term or enter data. 
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Appendix £. Social History for Jobn L. 
I. Joim jL., born in Waterloo on febamary 18, 1936. He is Irish -
Morvegian^ and attends the Ohoroh of the Nazarene. 
1« School history •>> John, known as Jack, has attended the ungraded 
rooa at Itovell school. Since an examination whoi in the 2nd 
grade, he has been attending the Txngraded rooa. At present he 
is enrolled in Sloane Wallace school. His attendance is not 
good beeaase of his dislike for school and his mother allowing 
him to stay out for little reason. 
2. Health His health is not good. Be has been taking weekly 
treatswute froa Sr. Doe, who states that he is in a highly 
nenrous condition, part of which is due to his serious masturba­
tion. Hr. Doe states that Jack has adaitted to hla that this 
occurs three or four tiaes daily, but the school was not aware 
of it. 
Jack has had a noraal physical derelopBent but is handicapped 
by stuttering. This however, Is not nearly as bad as it was 
when he was pre-sohool age. His parents sc^ his vision is bad. 
II. aiFKSlAL AITD PHOBUBM 
fhe JtiTenlle Judge has asked that Jack be examined in the Fsycho-
pathic Clinic, for recoamendatlon as to his future placeaent. While 
the Probation Officer urged the parents to make voluntary applica­
tion for Jack at the School for feebleminded at Woodward, they 
did not wish to do that, but indicated that they would abide by 
whatever recoamendatlon is made at the Ollnlc. 
Jack has always been a behavior problem, which appears to result 
jhroa his lack of mentality. He has always been an irresponsible 
youngster, following an impulse without thinking of the consequwace. 
Bven when five or six years old he ran away over and over, and 
the boarding boae mother who was earing for him at that time, had 
difficulty governing his behavior, fhe neighbors wore constantly 
coaplalning of his breaking windows, prying lids off septic tanks, 
and filllBg them with all sorts of things. Once he threw a puppy 
into an outdoor toilet. 
Soring the following years, he continued to be ixresponsible and 
to run away froa home occasionally, but not to such an extent that 
he was reported to the Probation Office. This last year he has 
run away from hoae five or six tiaes, and is showing criainal 
\ 
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tendeneies, stealing at school and at hoae, and shoplifting in 
torn. Details of this will be giren later. 
Jacki following his last runaway begged not to be sent baek home. 
He states that his folks are nean to hist, and he wants to be in 
a boarding hoae. 
His parents are beginning to realize that his stealing will 
iaerease and arrest may be neeessary, and they feel that he will 
ran away and that they may have to go for hia at a dietanee, 
therefore they feel that something mast be done now to prerent 
this. 
III. mmQlW XHflRHiSfB]} 
Juvenile Court 
Sehool Iforses 
?isiting ?ea<iher 
lY. ras FAMILY 
Father - John L. mxm Born I90H. Attends the Church of the 
lazareae. 1012 Baston Avenue. Works at Seere's. Has always 
been a hard worker •> sooetiaes holding two Jobs. Xn the past 
he has worked as a farmer» at Eath*s and Headford's foundry. Ee 
is as strong as an ox * earns well, but is stingly with his faaily 
other than to provide plenty of food. His wife constantly ooarplains 
that he does not provide dothes or pleasures. Kr. and Mrs. X3DCnx 
were both examined at the Psyohopathio Clinic in August 1939. At 
that tiae« Mr. X3EXXIX was given an X.Q. of SU. On Tebruary 29, 
I9N0, the father plead guilty to wife and child desertion euid 
was given a Jail sentence. 
Mother - grace 7. XmXXX. Bom August 2g, 1915. She left scshool 
in the 6th or 7^^ grade and has always appeared extremely low 
aentally. ^e Psychopathic Clinic, where she was examined in 
Aagnst 19391 51. 
T. lOMS SIfOASIOH 
fhere has always been muCh turmoil and quarreling in the family, 
fhe marital adjustment of the parents has always been poor wi^ 
many separations and the children eared for out of the home for 
many years, fhe father is a hard worker but stingy in providing 
comforts for his family. The sympathy of various agencies is 
with the father, because the mother is so low mentally and such 
a wretched housekeeper and complaining and nagging. 
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71. COOlf ElOORD 
Jaok*s raxmlng away started In earnest in 19^ as follows: 
l-»10*^g. Went to a boy's house to spend Friday night. Saturday 
afternoon the friend's mother gave hla bus fare and thou^t he 
had returned hoae, but found hia that erening hiding in the 
garage. An tinole eame for him, but when Jack saw the uncle, he 
ran out the back door but was later held by a neighbor until 
the uncle oould retam him hoae. The tmcle says that parents 
dyon't understand Jack, and he fears that Jack has not had enough 
to eat nor proper clothes to wear. 
Jack glTing a fictitious aaae, pi deed up by a trareliag 
salesman in the country. Ee was defiant and said that he was 
hitch-hiking to California. Parents proaised to take Jack to a 
doctor but instead took hia to a chiropractor. This chiropractor 
states that he has been treating Jack for the last two months. 
He says Jack is very nervous and masturbates badly. 
g.22'-^9* living a dozen fictitious names. Jack was picked up 
in station at midnight with a ticket to Chicago. He *just weuated 
to ride around and have fan." Sent home to parents to await 
recomaendatlons from Iowa City. 
9-12-if9, Jack brought in by the sheriff having been returned 
from Washburn. Jack was riding the steers In a furm yard, 
threatened to let them out, had big roeks in his pocket, which he 
said he was going to use to break into a store. Had a fountain 
pen which he had shop-lifted ^md gave the town aarshall a 
U-mile chase. Hetumed hoae with parents. 
fhe parents are willijag to abide by the decision of the Psycho­
pathic Clinic as to farther placement, but would not agree to 
anything without the examination in the Hospital. 
L2TTSR mOM PSYCHOPATHIC HOSPITAL, IOWA CITI, IOWA 
We are writing to see if it would be possible for your staff to 
give speoial consideration to the admission of the above-named boy to 
your school. We are making this special request because John has been 
running airay from home, has engaged in petty stealing, and is operating 
on a mentally defective level. 
John's iiK>ther, Mrs. Srace XXJOCX, was tested by the psychologist 
here In 1939 obtained an I.Q. of 51. She is completely unable to 
effectively manage a household. Is extravagant with money, and nags 
her husband beeause she does not have luxuries. She is so disorganised 
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that it takes all of her tlae to do the houeevork, leaviag no tlae for 
her to oaaage or even atten^t to supervise the children. 
John* 8 father also was tested in 1939 'wd was found to hare an 
Z.(^ of 8^^. He is a strong* big^honed man vho has alvagrs worked rery 
hard to support his faaily. He has wor}s»d at Bath*s Paeking Company 
for the past nine years and has made a good reoord there. Hr. XXXX30C 
has tried to conserve and adeq^uately st^pert the family finanoially 
but has found this difficult to do beeause of the lack of cooperation 
from his wife. He is out of the home most of the day, leaving the 
mother to supervise the children. His disciplinary aeasores are harsh 
and he admits to beating the children for their misdeeds. 
John is the third of six siblings. His eldest sister, XXXKXX, is 
now at your school. XXXXXX, age 16, seems to be the brightest member 
of the family. He is a senior in high school this year and pll^s 
football. Mrs, XXXXX Is always comparing John to XXXX and very opttoly 
favors XXXXX. Shis is one of the reasons that John is so uahapi^ at 
home. XXXX, age 11, has been in the opportunity room since the first 
grade. XXXX, age 10, reportedly has an I.Q. of 89 and has been placed 
in various boarding homes, but has been unable to adjust because of 
lying and sex play with other chlldroi. At the present time he is In 
the parental home attending the public school. XXXxX XXJX, age 6, Is 
now in the first grade, but it is feared that she will also be moved to 
the opportunity room. 
John started school when he was six years of age but was trans­
ferred to the opportunity room when in the second grade and has remained 
there, fwo years ago he was transferred to the Junior High Opportunity 
Room because of his age, but has continued to do poorly there. His 
attendance is not good because of his dislike of school and his mother 
allows him to miss school frequently for little reason. 
When John was four years old his parents were separated for a time 
while Mr. XXXXX served a six month Jail sentence for desertion of the 
family. At this time John was placed in a boarding home where he was 
active in various delinquencies such as running away, prying lids off 
septic tanks, and being cruel to animals. His behavior was irrespon­
sible and he seeawd to follow impulses without thinking of the con-
setpienees. 
John was returned to the parental home after his parents reunited 
and his behavior continued to be irresponsible tut during the past year 
his behavior has become exaggerated. John has been staying out all 
nig^t sleeping in cars or on porches. He took $20 which was to be used 
to pay the grocery bill from home and bought a ticket to Chicago but 
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was apprehended. John has done some petty stealing In the school and 
has shop-lifted small articles sudh as fountain pens. 
John was examined in our out-patient clinic Septoaber 21, 19^9* 
and was glren the Staaford-Binet Intelligence Scale* Form L, and received 
an X.^. of 55. His mental ago is seven years, fire months. He was 
unahle to read and seemed hesitant and anxious ahout using a pencil. 
His motor coordination was poor and he failed consistently on memory 
lt«BS. 
The pbgrslcal examination was essentially negative, except for 
carious teeth and a slight scoliosis. 
It Is our recommendation that John be placed in your school at 
Woodward on the hasls of his mental defectiveness and iB^ulsive liehavior. 
Also, because of the Inadequate home situation where John cannot be 
adequately supervised and oared for, he ^ould be placed elsewhere as 
soon as possible. We feel that a boarding home placement would not be 
satisfactory. 
Mrs. I}os, the Juvenile Court Worker, plans to file an application 
with you at once for Joh, but asked that wo write you also. Thank you 
for your cooperation. 
Sincerely yours. 
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^pendix L. Copy of the Sohedule Used to Oolleot 
the Data 
im 
firoup: Successful - Unsuccessful 
1. First try 1. First try 
2, Second try 2. Second try 
No. 3. Third try 3. Third try 
Status; Oischarcned In Hosp. 
Name Sex Date of Birth 
Date of entrance to Hospital A^e at admittance 
Date of re-entrance to Hospital if here before 
Type of admittance: Court Comm. "oluntary ^Transfer No. of times 
^From where adm. 
Wo, of Commitments to other Institutions Type Date Admitted 
Religion: Catholic ^^Protestant ^Denomination .No information 
Nationality and racial orgin: 
Both parents American born 
Both parents foreign bom 
Father American born, mother foreign born 
Mother American born, father foreign born 
No information 
Nationality of father 
Nationality of mother 
No information 
Unbroken Home 
Broken Home 
1, by death 
Rural 
2. by desertion 
3. by divorce 
4. by separation 
5. Illesiitimate 
6. Institutionalization .. 
7. Suicide _ 
8. No information 
a. ''ith whom living 
Name of community 
Comfortable 
Marginal 
Dependent 
Unknown 
Type of Home: 
Superior Home 
Averaf;e Home 
Inferior Home 
Broken Home 
Superior Home 
Average Home 
Inferior Home 
Left Home 
Institution 
No information _ 
Community: Urban 
Number of Siblings: Brothers ^Sisters, 
Sibling Rank of Patient: First Last, 
Total ^^^o information 
_ Middle Only No informfUion 
Family History of criminal activities: 
Father: Institutionalized For 
Mother: " " For 
Brother: " " For 
Sister: " " For 
Others: " " For 
Kamily History of mental disorder: 
Father; Institution Manifestation 
Mother: " " " " 
Brother: Institution Manifestation 
Sister: " " _________ " " 
II II II II 
Other types of Institutionalization for Family: 
Childhood neurotic traits; 
1. Enuresis (Year when stopped) 
2. Nightmares Sleepwalking 
3. Temper Tantrums 
4. Abnormal fears 
5. Nail biting 
6. Excessive illness 
No information 
Reason for admittance to Woodward or other institution if here on transfer: 
1. Sex Delirquent 
2. Behavior problem 
3. Backward in school 
4. Inadequate home 
5. Need special training 
6. Crime 
Homosexual Hetrosexual 
7. Psychotic 
8. No home 
9. Born in institution 
10. No information 
Latest I.Q. S.B. W.B.: Full Verbal Performance _ 
Read Write Tell time; Yes No Approximately. 
Cooperation and effort; Good Fair Poor Unknown 
Affect; Good Fair Poor Unknown 
Attention; Good ^ Fair Poor Unknown 
Motor Control; Good Fair Poor Unknown 
Auto Criticism: Good Fair Poor ^Unknown 
Sensory Acuity: Good ^Fair Poor ^Unknown 
Speech defect: None Slight ^Pronounced Unknown 
Personal Appearance; Grotesque "Average" Good Unknown 
Educational attainment (Years) 
^/^here (By year): 
Hospital School 
Public School 
Others 
Emotional stability; 
Health record: Go®d Poor 
Sterilized: Yes No 
Behavior problem: Yes No 
Runaway from Hospital: Yes No 
Qjj.ai*s>ilsoin.e with employees: Yes No. 
" " " patients: Yes No_ 
No record 
No information_ 
Number of times 
V/ith both patients and employees: 
Yes No 
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Interested in opposite sex: Yes No T'o inforination_ 
Fights; Yes No No information 
Truthful: Yes No No information 
Ambitious: Yes No No information 
Obedient: Yes No No information 
Careless; Yes No No information 
Gregarious: Yes No No information 
Punishment record: Yes No No information 
Steals: Yes No No information 
CheerfulYes No No information 
Neat: Yes No No information 
Work record: Good Type of job held: 
Regular Fair 
Irregular Poor 
Student No information 
No information 
Recreational activities: None Band Chorus ^Athletics Others 
Interests: 
Visits Home; More than once each year From once a year to more 
Ne ve r 
Visitor from home: More than once each year From once a year to more 
Never 
Family ask to bring home but refused: Yes ^No ^Often Seldom Never Ask_ 
Packages from Home; Kore than once each year From once a year to more 
Never 
At time of Placement; (Most recent, if more than once) 
Date left Hospital Type of work 
Age Years in Hospital '.'/here placed. 
Number of supervisory visits: eekly Ifonthly 2-6 Months 6-1? hoiitVis 
Status: If discharged, date Never ^C>ut to 
If returned: short 
Date How long out 
Why, 
12$ 
At time of Placement: 
Date left Hosoital Type of work 
Age Years in Hosoital Where placed 
Number of supervisory visits: V7eekly ^Monthly 2-6Months 6-12 Months 
Never 
Status: If discharged, date 
If returned: 
Date How long out 
VJhy 
If patient has been placed out before, repeat below: 
At time of Placement: 
Date left Hospital Type of work 
Age Years in Hospital Where placed 
Number of supervisory visits: Weekly Monthly 2-6 Months 6-12 Months 
Never 
Status: If discharged, date 
If returned: 
Date How long out 
Why 
I2lt 
i|>pe&dlx M. Copy of a form lTs«d to Cheek 
Social BehaTlor 
BOARD OF CONTROL ^^E^TATE INSTITUTIONS 
Division of Psychological Services 
REPORT OF PROGRESS 
Name Index No. Admitted — Age 
Date of Birth Cottage No.- Grade 
Work Assigmnent , Report made by _-??*- Date^^?*!'?^ 
INSTRUCTIONS: Compare this child with all the others of the same age and sex in the cottage (or classroom, or 
work assignment), consider how he (or she) has behaved djring the past month, (hen place a (v) check mark in 
front of each statement in the following lists which best describe his (or her) behavior. Underline the words or 
phrases which are most appropriate, and cross out those on the same line that do not apply to the child. 
Where it says "other description "—write anv word or phrase whic'h describes this particular child, 
and which has not been included in the foregoing list. 
1. PERSONAL CLEANLINESS 
( a )  V e r y  c l e a n  a n d  t i d y .  
( b )  C l e a n  a n d  f a i r l y  t i d y .  
( c )  R a t h e r  c a r e l e s s  a b o u t  c l e a n l i n e s s  a n d  t i d i n e s s .  
( d )  V e r y  u n t i d y ,  b u t  f a i r l y  c l e a n .  
( e )  S m a r t  a n d  t i d y ,  n o t  a l w a y s  d e a n .  
( f )  D i r t y  a n d  u n t i d y ,  h a s  b o d y  o d o r .  
( g )  O t h e r  d e s c r i p t i o n  
2. WORK EFFiaENCY 
( a )  V e r y  r e s p o n s i b l e ,  c a p a b l e ,  q u i c k  a n d  e f f i c i e n t  
( b )  F a i r l y  e f f i c i e n t ,  q u i c k ,  c a r e f u l ,  t r u s t w o r t h y .  
( c )  S t e a d y  w o r k e r ,  b u t  s l o w ,  r e l i a b l e  i n  s i m p l e  t a s k i  
( d )  H a t s y ,  s o m e w h a t  c a r e l e s s ,  q u i c k  b u t ' c l u m s y .  
( e )  R a t h e r  l a z y ,  w o r k s  w e l l  b y  s p e l l s .  • • • •  t t t  l A i l l M B f  
. - _ * _ ( f )  S l o w ,  careless, unreliable, ^^gOTeraj^^ IM MVlet Mt. 
(g) Other description 
3. DISPOSITION 
. _ _ * _ ( a )  Cheerfd. friendly, not easily upset. 
( b )  G e n e r o u s ,  u n s e l f i s h ,  f r a n k .  
( c )  E x c i t a b l e ,  f l i g h t y ,  e m o t i o n a l ,  c h a n g e a b l e .  
( d )  S h y ,  t i m i d ,  r e t i r i n g ,  t e n s e .  
( e )  R a t h e r  a g g r e s s i v e ,  n o i s y ,  i m p u l s i v e .  
( f )  S u r l y ,  " o r n e r y " ,  m o o d y .  
( g )  S e l f i s h ,  m e a n ,  g r e e d y .  sU. 
( h )  D i s h o n e s t ,  d e c e i t f u l ,  t r e a c h e r o u s .  
( i )  O t h e r  d e s c r i p t i o n  
4. ATTITUDE TOWARDS COTTAGE MATRON, OR TEACHER OR SUPERVISOR 
—?—(a) f^gndlY; helpful and considerate, polite. 
( b )  A f f e c t i o n a t e ,  c l i n g i n g ,  f o l l o w s  a b o u t ,  m a k e s  p r e s e n t s .  
( c )  P o l i t e  a n d  a g r e e a b l e ,  i n d e p e n d e n t .  
( d )  R a t h e r  a l o o f ,  i n d i f f e r e n t ,  s a y s  v e r y  l i t t l e .  
( e )  C o w e d ,  n e r v o u s ,  a f r a i d .  
( f )  U n f r i e n d l y ,  u n c o o p e r a t i v e ,  " s a s s y "  i n  s p e e c h  
( g )  O t h e r  d e s c r i p t i o n .  
1251) 
5. ATTITUI>E TOWARD OTHER CHILDREN 
—3C._(a) Sociable, friendly, plays fair in games. 
( b )  S t a n d s  u p  f o r  o w n  r i g h t s ,  p r o t e c t s  l i t t l e  o n e s .  
( c )  H a s  o n e  o r  t w o  s p e c i a l  f r i e n d s ,  i g n o r e s  o t h e r s .  
( d )  S u b m i s s i v e ;  f o l l o w s ,  l e t s  o t h e r s  t a k e  h i s  ( h e r ) - t u r n .  •  C N l t ®  
( e )  B o s s y ,  o r d e r s  o A e r s ,  w a n t s  t o  b e  " i t . "  
( f )  Q u a r r e l s o m e ,  u n k i n d ,  s p i t e f u l .  -
( g )  H o l d s  a l o o f ,  seldoEji plays or talks with others. 
—  ( h )  O t h e r  d e s c r i p t i o n L ' - i - . - ' '  -  .  -  -
6. ATTITUDE TOWARDS DISCIPLINE ^ . 
( a )  C o o p e r a t i v e ,  s e l f - c o n t r o l l e d ,  w e l l - b e - h a v e d .  ^  ,  
— ( b )  F a i r l y  c o o p e r a t i v e ,  s o m e t i m e s  n e g l i g e n t .  
( c )  C ( M n p ' l i e s  w i t h  r e q u e s t s  g r u d g i n g l y ,  t a r d y .  
( d )  E v a s i v e  a n d  d e c e p t i v e ,  t r i e s  t o  a v o i d  d u t y .  
( e )  O p e n l y  r e s e n t s  d i s c i p l i n e ,  d e f i a n t ,  a n s w e r s  b a c k .  
( f )  O t h e r  d e s c r i p t i o n .  
7. ANY NOTABLE HABIT OR BEHAVIOR 
( a )  T w i t c h i n g ,  b l i n k i n g ,  h e a d - n o d d i n g , ,  f i d g e t i n g .  
( b )  B i t i n g  n a i l s ,  s u c k i n g  f i n g e r s .  
( c )  S m o k i n g .  
( d )  S w e a r i n g ,  m a k i n g  o f f e n s i v e  r e m a r k s .  
( e )  C h e a t i n g ,  l y i n g ,  s t e a l i n g ,  t r u a n t i n g .  
( f )  I n d e c e n t  e x p o s u r e ,  r u d e  i n t e r f e r e n c e  w i t h  o t h e r s .  
( g )  U n d e s i r a b l e  s e x  p r a c t i c e s ,  m a s t u r b a t i o n .  
( h )  U n c o n t r o l l e d  g i g g l i n g ,  s h o u t i n g ,  g r i m a c i n g .  
( i )  B e d - w e t t i n g  o c c a s i o n a l l y  o r  o f t e n .  
Sleep-walking, talking in sleep. 
Other habits aXmgni fhOWtlie Off 
8. ANY SPECIAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
( a )  S i n g i n g ,  g a r d e n i n g ,  m i M d n g ,  b a s k e t b a l l ,  n e e d l e w o r k .  
( b )  O t h e r  a c c o m p l i s h m e n t s .  
9. MOST LIKEABLE QUALITIES 
?- - (a) Sense of humor, good loser, plenty of pluck. 
( b )  O t h e r  q u a l i t i e s  
10. IMPROVEMENT SINCE LAST REPORT 
( a )  M u d h  i m p r o v e m e n t  i n  
( b )  A  l i t t l e  i m p r o v e m e n t  i n  
.  _ ? . _ ( c )  N o  i m p r o v e m e n t  i n  
]1. COMPOSITE STATEMENT: 
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ll^endlx H. CM. Square Talues for Sigulfieaat Helease 
Criteria l^etveea Suocessfal a&d Uasaooeeeful 
flacmemtfl, SueoesgfciX and tJnsusoessful Males* 
Saceeeaful and Uasueeesafal Teaales, and Sex 
HegardleBB of Suoeees 
Criteria Male m 
Behavior Prol>l«n 9.718 1.203 8.562 U.988 
Escapes 7.663 0.913 3.7^  ll.itso 
Q!aarrels<me with B^loyees SM3 1.76s 8.156 1U.116 
i^aarrelsome vith Patients 19*^ 32 g.U5g 11.967 2.316 
nghts 12.378 7.075 0.53^  
frathfol 32.672 11.680 23.280 10.513 
Asibitiou.8 8.5H6 1.53^  7.612 0.726 
Obedlffiat IH.595 6.917 8.U86 11.598 
Careless lU.52g 7.823 11.271 l.Vio 
Poaislment Becord 9.007 2.137 7.2UI+ 0.52U 
Steals 9.076 2.8H0 6.H35 1.197 
Svaluatioa of Work 9.965 0.802 10.797 0.207 
All values are at the 5 level with one degree of 
freedom. Slgnlflcenee Is reached at 3*S^1. 
